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Abstract

This thesis considers the problems of Blind Source Separation (BSS), Blind

Deconvolution (BD) and Multichannel Blind Deconvolution (MBD). New re¬

sults on stability and steady-state error levels are presented. Computationally
efficient algorithms are given for all problems.

Blind separation is referred to as the task where unknown but mutually

independent signals are to be recovered from observed mixtures. The mixing

process is described by a matrix that is also unknown. The goal of blind

separation is to determine an appropriate demixing matrix.

Methods for achieving blind separation include the maximization of an

information-theoretically motivated objective function, the approach taken in

this thesis. This yields an adaptive nonlinear update rule. This nonlinear char¬

acteristic together with the distributions ofthe source signals impacts the con¬

vergence and equilibrium conditions making the convergence behavior of the

algorithm an important issue. The nonlinear algorithm has more than one

equilibrium and solutions may exist that do not correspond to a separation of

the source signals. It is essential that the separating solutions are the stable

solutions of the algorithms.

The local convergence behavior of the algorithm around a solution is con¬

sidered by analyzing the linearized update equation. This permits a statement

on the conditions for stability. For the case where separating solutions do not

correspond to a stable equilibrium, procedures for stabilization are presented
and compared. This analysis shows that in the vicinity of the solution the

"rate of convergence" and the steady-state error are proportional to the step
size. For the special case of identically distributed source signals and iden¬

tical nonlinear functions in the update equation, a closed-form expression of

the steady-state error is determined.
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VI Abstract

If a fixed step size is employed in the adaptive algorithm for separation,
a trade-off exists between speed and exactness. To achieve both at the same

time a self-adjusting step size is proposed. It is based on an estimated measure

of the squared error. This new procedure allows error-free convergence in a

time-invariant mixing environment and an improved tracking behavior in the

case of changing mixing conditions.

Blind deconvolution is the problem to recover an unknown source signal
where only a convolved version is available. The corresponding update rule is

derived starting from the related problem of blind circular deconvolution. The

update equation is obtained by tracing the problem back to the special case of

blind separation where the mixing matrix is circular. The extension to blind

deconvolution is then direct because deconvolution with an infinitely long fil¬

ter is equivalent to its circular counterpart. Using fast Fourier transforms the

algorithm implementation is computationally efficient. The local convergence

is analyzed and the stability issues are detailed and an approximation to the

steady-state error presented.

The problem where the observed signals are mixtures ofconvolved sources

is referred to as multichannel blind deconvolution. It can be considered as a

combination of blind source separation and blind deconvolution. First, the

corresponding adaptive update rule for multichannel blind circular deconvo¬

lution is derived. Second, it is extended to linear convolution by making the

length of the filter infinite. The implementation follows the techniques used

for blind deconvolution. Local convergence is again analyzed for stability and

steady-state error.

For the special situation where only separation of the sources and not full

deconvolution is desired a two-stage architecture is proposed. Making use

of the computational structure of the mixing system's inverse this approach
involves the adjustment of fewer parameters than multichannel blind decon¬

volution. This results in a faster convergence.

The theoretical results presented are supported by extensive simulations

that verify all assumptions employed in the derivations.

Keywords. Blind source separation, blind deconvolution, multichannel blind

deconvolution, stability analysis, steady-state error performance, step-size con¬

trol, parameter estimation.



Kurzfassung

Die vorliegende Arbeit behandelt die blinde Quellentrennung, sowie die ein-

und mehrkanalige blinde Entfaltung. Neue Resultate betreffend Stabilität und

stationärem Endfehler werden präsentiert. Für alle erwähnten blinden Pro¬

blemstellungen werden recheneffiziente Algorithmen vorgeschlagen.

Bei der blinden Quellentrennung werden unbekannte, jedoch voneinander

unabhängige Signale aufgrund von beobachteten Mischsignalen rekonstruiert.

Der Mischvorgang wird durch eine Matrix beschrieben, die ebenfalls unbe¬

kannt ist. Das Ziel der blinden Quellentrennung ist die Bestimmung einer

passenden Entmischmatrix.

Zu den Methoden der blinden Quellentrennung gehört die Maximierung
einer informationstheoretisch motivierten Zielfunktion. Diese Methode wird

in dieser Arbeit verwendet und führt zu einer nichtlinearen Adaptionsregel.
Die nichtlineare Charakteristik, sowie die Quellsignal-Verteilungen beeinflus¬

sen die Konvergenz und die Gleichgewichtsbedingungen. Das Konvergenz¬
verhalten ist deshalb ein entscheidender Diskussionspunkt. Der nichtlinea¬

re Algorithmus hat mehrere Gleichgewichte und Lösungen können auftreten,
welche die Quellen nicht trennen. Es ist deshalb notwendig, dass die separie¬
renden Lösungen und die stabilen Gleichgewichte übereinstimmen.

In dieser Arbeit wird das lokale Konvergenzverhalten in der Nähe eines

Gleichgewichts betrachtet, indem die linearisierte Adaptionsgleichung analy¬
siert wird. Dies führt zu Stabilitätsbedingungen. Für den Fall, dass sepa¬

rierende Lösungen nicht einem stabilen Gleichgewicht entsprechen, werden

Verfahren zur Stabilisierung vorgestellt und miteinander verglichen. Diese

Analyse zeigt, dass in der Umgebung einer Lösung die Konvergenzrate und

der Endfehler proportional mit der Schrittweite zusammenhängen. Für den

Spezialfall von identisch verteilten Quellsignalen und identischen nichtlinea-

Vll



vin Kurzfassung

ren Funktionen wird der Endfehler bestimmt.

Falls die Adaption mit einer festen Schrittweite erfolgt, nimmt man einen

Kompromiss zwischen Schnelligkeit und Genauigkeit in Kauf. Um beides

gleichzeitig zu erreichen, wird hier ein neues Verfahren vorgestellt. Dabei

wird eine sich selbst einstellende Schrittweite verwendet, welche auf einem

geschätzten Mass des quadratischen Fehlers beruht. Dieses Verfahren er¬

möglicht fehlerfreie Konvergenz in einer zeitinvarianten Umgebung und ein

schnelles Nachführverhalten bei wechselnden Mischbedingungen.

Bei der blinden Entfaltung wird ein unbekanntes Signal, von dem nur eine

gefilterte Version bekannt ist, rekonstruiert. Die zugehörige Adaptionsregel
wird ausgehend von der verwandten Problemstellung der blinden zirkulären

Entfaltung hergeleitet. Diese Aufdatierungsgleichung erhalten wir, indem wir

die Aufgabe auf den Spezialfall der blinden Quellentrennung mit zirkulärer

Mischmatrix zurückführen. Die Erweiterung zur blinden Entfaltung erfolgt
auf direktem Wege, da die lineare Faltung mit einer unendlich langen Sequenz

approximativ einer zirkulären Faltung entspricht. Der Algorithmus ist unter

Verwendung von schnellen Fourier Transformationen recheneffizient imple¬
mentiert worden. Die lokale Konvergenz wird analysiert, Stabilitätsaspekte
diskutiert und eine Approximation des Endfehlers bestimmt.

Wenn eine Mischung von gefilterten Quellsignalen beobachtet wird, re¬

det man von mehrkanaliger blinder Entfaltung. Dies kann man als Kombi¬

nation von Separierung und Entfaltung auffassen. Hier wird zuerst der dem

zirkulären Äquivalent entsprechende Algorithmus hergeleitet. In einem wei¬

teren Schritt wird dieser auf das eigentliche Problem ausgeweitet, indem die

Filter auf unendliche Länge ausgedehnt werden. Die Implementation erfolgte
unter Verwendung derselben Techniken wie bei der einkanaligen Entfaltung.
Die lokale Konvergenz wird ebenfalls auf Stabilität und Endfehler analysiert.

Für den Fall, wo nur die Quellentrennung und nicht die volle Entfaltung

gesucht ist, wird eine zweistufige Architektur vorgeschlagen. Durch Aus¬

nützen der Berechnungsstruktur des inversen Mischsystems kommt dieser An¬

satz mit weit weniger einzustellenden Parametern aus als die herkömmliche

mehrkanalige Entfaltung. Dies ermöglicht schnellere Konvergenz.

Umfassende Simulationen bestätigen die theoretisch erzielten Resultate.

Stichworte. Blinde Quellentrennung, blinde Entfaltung, mehrkanalige blin¬

de Entfaltung, adaptive Lernverfahren, adaptive Schrittweitensteuerung, Sta¬

bilitätsanalyse, Endfehleranalyse, Parameterschätzung.
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Chapter 1

Introduction

1.1 Motivation for blind signal processing

The fact that neurosystems of mammals are capable of processing mixtures

of perceptions was the motivation to start investigating Blind Source Separa¬
tion (BSS). For instance, humans can focus on one particular speaker within

many perturbing sounds, e.g., other speakers or surrounding noise. This phe¬
nomenon is known as the cocktail-party effect. In image processing, visual

perception is based on concentrating on the important structures like edges,

corners, and lines. Thereby, the visual process is accompanied by an immense

information reduction. Although the mixing systems producing the perceived

signals are unknown and even time variant, the brain is capable of extracting
the relevant information.

Similar situations occur in technical applications where mixed signals are

observed or received while the original signals are desired, e.g., in commu¬

nications, when several participants use the same channel, or in audio appli¬
cations, where competing speakers are recorded. However, perhaps the most

successful application area can be found in biomedical engineering, where

multi-sensor signals must be decomposed into independent components and/

or artefacts need to be removed. Encouraging results were achieved in pro¬

cessing Electroencephalographic (EEG) data and functional Magnetic Reso¬

nance Imaging (fMRI) (see [7] and references therein).
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2 Chapter 1. Introduction

All the problems mentioned above have in common that unknown sources

are to be recovered from observed mixtures where the method of mixing is

also unknown, too. This task is referred to as BSS. Thereby, the mixtures may

be linear or non-linear, and memoryless or convolved. For a long time, this

problem was thought to be unsolvable [10]. The first significant contribution

to the simplest form of blind source separation, where the signals are only in¬

stantaneously mixed, was published by Hérault et al. [32]. This seminal pub¬
lication arose the interest of many researchers. The proposal of the Infomax

algorithm by Bell and Sejnowski [8] and the Equivariant Adaptive Separation
via Independence (EASI) algorithm by Cardoso and Laheld [15] served as cat¬

alysts for further investigations on BSS. More sophisticated gradient rules, the

natural [2] and the relative [13] gradient, improved the convergence behavior

of the existing adaptive information-theoretic approaches enormously.

The related problem ofBlind Deconvolution (BD) has been a research top¬
ic for much longer than BSS [28]. It is a Single-Input-Single-Output (SISO)

problem where an unknown signal convolved by an unknown sequence is re¬

ceived and the original version is to be recovered. Although BSS and BD were

considered independently for a long time, they are closely related. Typical ap¬

plications for BD occur in seismic signal processing and communications with

multipath propagation. Recently, the information-theoretic methods for BSS

have been extended to BD [8,34]. Both BSS and BD belong to the class of

unsupervised adaptive filtering [30,31]. Basically, three ways to approach un¬

supervised adaptive filtering can be distinguished, namely the use ofBussgang

statistics, of higher-order statistics, and of information theory. This thesis con¬

centrates on the information-theoretic approaches.

In BSS the output signals are forced to be independent. Therefore, this is

often referred to as Independent Component Analysis (ICA) [17]. ICA can

be considered as a special case ofPrinciple Component Analysis (PCA), PCA

employs only second-order statistics and, therefore, yields only orthogonal
or decorrelated outputs. In contrast, ICA involves higher-order statistics and

achieves separation of independent signals. ICA itself is considered by scien¬

tists of several disciplines [52]. In mathematics, it is considered as the idea

of probability density factorization; in information science, as irreducible re¬

dundancy reduction; in image processing, as independent feature extraction

without a teacher; and in signal processing, as blind source separation.
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1.2 Contribution of the thesis

The information-theoretic methods for BSS and BD lead to nonlinear adap¬
tive algorithms, implying a much more complicated prediction of the global

convergence compared to linear adaptive algorithms. The study of the conver¬

gence behavior in BSS and BD and its improvement form a significant part of

the thesis.

Linearizing the nonlinear update term for small perturbation of the equi¬
librium, we derive conditions for stable convergence to a separating solution.

These conditions confirm the results by Amari et al. [3], which were derived

with the help of information-geometric methods. Based on the knowledge
about stability, different authors proposed algorithms that are able to success¬

fully separate any combination of non-Gaussian source signals. Four of them

are discussed and compared. For identical nonlinearities and identical distri¬

butions, we determine the steady-state error performance. All these results

concerning the local convergence of the BSS algorithm are extended to BD

and Multichannel Blind Deconvolution (MBD).

Adaptive BSS algorithms are known to converge relatively slowly unless

a time-varying step size is used. We demonstrate that with a systematically

decreasing step size, the mixing-error performance decreases with the same

order. We propose a new self-adjusting step-size algorithm that enables error-

free convergence in a time-invariant environment and fast tracking behavior if

the mixing parameters change.

The update algorithms for BD and MBD are shown to be extensions from

the algorithm for BSS and implemented in a computationally efficient way.

Thereby, all convolutions and instantaneous correlations are computed block-

wisely using Fast Fourier Transforms (FFTs). For both cases, stability condi¬

tions are found and approximations to the level of steady-state error given.

Due to the large amount of adapted parameters in MBD, convergence is

very slow. We present new concepts based on two stages that afford fewer

parameters and, hence, converge faster than conventional methods.
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1.3 Outline

In Chapter 2, focus is on the separation of instantaneous mixtures. Since we

consider the class of information-theoretic approaches in the course of this

thesis, the basics of probability and information theory are reviewed. Objec¬
tive functions are formulated and utilized to derive gradient-based adaptive

algorithms.

Chapter 3 delivers a detailed analysis of the convergence behavior of the

BSS algorithm around a separating solution. We analyze the stability of this

solution yielding necessary conditions on the employed nonlinearities for giv¬
en source distributions. Different methods to achieve stable convergence for

any combination of source distributions are discussed and compared. For

identical distributions and identical nonlinearities the steady-state error per¬

formance is determined.

Considering convergence from a global point of view, the use of an adap¬
tive step-size control is strongly recommended. Chapter 4 demonstrates the

principle of a decreasing step size and presents a new self-adjusting step-size

algorithm that achieves error-free convergence for time-invariant mixing pa¬

rameters and a fast tracking ability in a changing environment.

The information-theoretic approaches for BSS are extended to the related

problems ofBD in Chapter 5. A computationally efficient way to implement
the algorithm using Fast Fourier Transforms (FFT) is presented. A local con¬

vergence analysis yields the stability condition and an approximation to the

level of steady-state error performance.

In Chapter 6, the separation of convolved mixtures is discussed. In this

case, the ICA is identical to Multichannel Blind Deconvolution (MBD). The

adaptive algorithm is derived in a similar way as for BD and detailed on im¬

plementation, stability, and performance. Using a particular architecture, the

demixing network is designed in two stages. This decreases the number of

adapted parameters significantly, implying a faster adaptation.



Chapter 2

Blind Source Separation

In this chapter, the problem of Blind Source Separation (BSS) is mathemati¬

cally formulated, and some useful basics ofprobability and information theory
are reviewed. The concept of a contrast function is introduced and applied to

BSS. There exist several approaches to define a contrast function. Maximizing
these contrast functions leads to entropy maximization [8], Maximum Likeli¬

hood (ML) estimation [49], and Independent Component Analysis (ICA) [17].
Two contrasts, the log-likelihood and the entropy are detailed and used to de¬

rive a gradient-based algorithm. In the thesis, the method of the relative gra¬

dient is emphasized.

2.1 Problem formulation

Blind source separation is the problem of recovering unknown source sig¬
nals of which only mixtures are observable. Here, the case of linear mix¬

ing processes will be considered, where TV source signals represented by the

vector s = [5*1,5*2,... ,s^]T are instantaneously mixed by a network, repre¬

sented by the M x A^ mixing matrix A, and corrupted by a sensor noise vec¬

tor n = \n\,ri2,... ,J1m]T', to form the vector with the M observed signals
x = [x\,X2,... ,xm]t Mathematically, this is

x = As + n. (2.1)

5



6 Chapter 2. Blind Source Separation

In this thesis, the considerations will be restricted to zero-mean sources, a

vanishing sensor-noise vector n and an equal number of sources and sensors

N. The aim is to recover the sources through the demixing process described

by the demixing matrix W and the output vector u = [u\, U2,..., un]T,

u = Wx = Was
, (2.2)

where A is unknown but assumed to be of full rank or invertible. This situation

is depicted in Fig. 2.1. The N x N matrix W is to be found so that

WA = PA
, (2.3)

where P is a permutation matrix, accounting for not properly ordering the

elements of w, and the invertible diagonal matrix A represents any scaling of

the input signals. The only information available to the observer is the signal
vector x. Furthermore, the source signals are mutually independent and no

more than one of them is Gaussian distributed.

Figure 2.1: Model for blind source separation

2.2 Independence and information

In this section, useful concepts of information and probability theory are re¬

viewed.

Two random variables (RVs) x and y are called independent if their joint
cumulative distribution function (cdf), qxy{x,y\ is identical to the product of
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the marginal cdfs, qx{x) and qy(y) [48], that is

qxy{x,y) = qx{x)qy{y). (2.4)

Hence, the joint probability density function (pdf) and the marginal pdfs sat¬

isfy the equivalent identity

Pxy{x,y) = Px{x)py{y), (2.5)

where the relation between qx and px is denoted by

/qx(x) = / px(t)dt. (2.6)
oo

A weaker form than independence is uncorrelatedness. Two RVs x and y are

called uncorrelated if the expectation of the product xy is equal to the product
of the expectation ofx and y,

E{xy} = E{x}E{y). (2.7)

The Kullback-Leibler (KL) divergence (or relative entropy) between two

pdfs, px(x) and py(x), is defined by

/

Px(x)
Jy\X))= J px{X)LOg——(KL(px(x)\\py(x))

â /

Px(x)\0gi^-dx
, (2.8)

where KL(px(x)\\py(x)) is finite only if the support set of py contains the

support set of px [18]. Thereby, we set Olog^ = 0. The KL divergence has

important properties [4]:

1) The KL divergence is nonnegative,

KL(Px(x)\\Py(x))>0, (2.9)

with equality if and only if px{x) = py(x).

2) The KL divergence is invariant under an invertible nonlinear function f

KL(Px(x)\\Py(x)) = KL(pf(x)(x)\\Pf(y)(x)). (2.10)

An extensive general study of divergences can be found in [1]. Note that

the KL divergence is not a distance since it is not symmetric. Nevertheless,
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it can be considered as a statistical way of quantifying the closeness of two

distributions.

While the first property can be proven using Jensen's inequality [18], the

second one can be shown as follows. We use the fact that under a transforma¬

tion f of an RV, its density performs as [48]

Px{x)
Pf(x)(f(x)) =

!/'(*)!
(2.11)

where f{x) denotes the derivative of f with respect to x. Thus,

Pf(x)(x)

Pf(y)(x)

Pf{x){f{x))

^HPf{x){x)\\pf(y){x)) = / /?/(*)(*)log dx

I
I

Pf(x)(f(x))\0g

Px{x)

Pf(y)(f(x))

Px{x)

d[/(*)]

\f{x)\ °Py(x)

= KL(px(x)\\Py(x)).

log^Hl/(x)|dx

(2.12)

The properties (2.9) and (2.10) are generally valid for multidimensional

distributions. To show that the second property holds, Eq. (2.11) is extended.

The joint pdf of a random vector y that is transformed from another random

vectors,

y = f(x),

can be determined by

Pyiy)
Pxix)

|det/|
'

where the Jacobian matrix / is defined as

(2.13)

(2.14)

/ =

Ml Ml
dx\

' ' '

dXfj

dx\
' ' '

dXfj

(2.15)

The information of a continuous RV x with pdfpx(x) can be measured by
the differential entropy [18] given by

H(x) = E{-\ogpx(x)} = - / px(x)\ogpx(x)dx
Js

(2.16)
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with S the support set of the RV (here, the range where px(x) > 0). Analo¬

gously, for a random vector x = [x\,... ,x^]T, the joint entropy is

R(x) = E{-\ogPx(x)} = - f Px(x)\ogPx(x)âx. (2.17)

If the random vector x contains independent components, it follows di¬

rectly from (2.5) that the joint entropy is equal to the sum of all marginal

entropies

N

H(jc) = ^H(*0 (2.18)
7 = 1

and that the KL divergence between the joint pdf and the product of the mar¬

ginal pdfs is zero

KL(Px(x)\\pXl(xl)---pXN(xN)) = 0. (2.19)

2.3 Contrast function for BSS

Source separation can be achieved by maximizing a contrast function C that

is a real-valued function of some property of the output signal distribution,

Pu{u) [17]. The contrast function C must be selected so that source separation
is achieved when C is maximal. Mathematically, this is for u consisting of

independent components

C(pu(Tu)) < C(pu(u)), T invertible, (2.20)

with equality only if T = PA, where P a permutation and A diagonal in¬

vertible. The set of matrices T fulfilling Eq. (2.20) with equality might be

restricted by C satisfying constraints like output power normalization. In turn,

there may exist matrices T = PA for which C is locally maximal, which can

be found by gradient-based optimization methods. For this sort of optimiza¬
tion, an appropriate contrast function should be free of spurious local maxima.
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2.4 Maximum likelihood estimation and entropy max¬

imization

In this section, a contrast function based on the principle of ML estimation

is derived. It is shown that the log-likelihood is identical to the objective of

entropy maximization up to a constant.

The likelihood of a given model is the probability ofa data set as a function

of the parameters of the model. The parameters of the considered model x =

As are A and the pdf ps(s) [14]. Thus, using (2.14) the likelihood can be

expressed as

Px(x;A,ps)= . (2.21)
\6sXA\

As we are mainly interested in an estimator of the inverse of A, we maximize

the likelihood with respect to W, where W substitutes A~l in Eq. (2.21). If

the estimation is based on a set of T i.i.d. samples

XT = {x(l\...,x(T)}, (2.22)

then

PxT = Px{\) x • • • x Px(T), (2.23)

with

Px(t) =px, \<t<T
. (2.24)

Normalizing the likelihood function and replacing it by its logarithm has no

affect to the estimation. Thus, the ML estimation for W based on Xj is

1
T

Wml = argmax- ^logpx(x(t); W,ps). (2.25)
W

t=\

For T — oo, Eq. (2.25) becomes

WMl = arg max px(x)\ogpx(x;W,ps)àx
W J

= argmaxl / px(x}\Q>gps(Wx)àx + \Q>g\à&\W\ I
. (2.26)
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Subtracting the ^-independent term

Px(x)\ogpx(x)âx (2.27)/
from the term in brackets in Eq. (2.26) implies no change on Wml- This yields
for (2.26)

WMl = argmax / ( \ogps( Wx) - log
X ) px(x)dx

W J V \aeXW\J
/\ PSW

( \A
= argmax /

log——pu(u)du

W J Pu(u)

= argmax(-KL(/?M(M)||/?s(M))) . (2.28)
W

In other words, the ML principle applied to the BSS problem states that the

goal is to find a demixing matrix W so that the distribution ofthe output signal
vector pu{u) coincides with ps(s).

Now, with the help of the second property of the Kullback-Leibler di¬

vergence (see Section 2.2) it will be shown that the maximized function in

(2.28) is identical to the objective function of entropy maximization. Ac¬

cording to this property the Kullback-Leibler divergence is invariant under

an invertible nonlinear transformation, i.e., the signal vector u is element-

wise transformed through nonlinearities gi(.),... ,gjv(.) that are identical to

the cdfs of s\,.. .,s^. For the ith output signal, this is

yi = gj(uj) = qSi(uj). (2.29)

Thus, the objective function in Eq. (2.28) is defined as C{W) and transformed

into

C{W) â -KL(pu(u)\\ps(u)) = -KLC/^OOHpxOO), (2.30)

where

*Hi £*£1-
1<-I<-N-

the uniform distribution on [0, l]N. Then, the objective function C{W) can be

simplified to

C(W) = -J^ py(y)\og^^dy
= - / Py(y)logpy(y)dy, (2.32)

Jo
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which is identical to the joint entropy of y, H(j). In other words, mini¬

mizing the Kullback-Leibler divergence between the joint distributions of the

output and the source signal vector is equivalent to maximizing the joint en¬

tropy of the outputs of the nonlinear functions y\ = gi(wi),... ,yN = giv(wiv),
where the nonlinearities gi(.),... ,giv(.) are equal to the cdfs of the sources

qSl(.),... ,qsN{-)- The connection between ML estimation and entropy maxi¬

mization is extensively discussed by several authors [12,14,49].

In the case that the pdf of the sources are not known a priori, hypothetical
cdfs are utilized as nonlinearities instead. This results in nonlinear functions

gj (uj ) that do not match the cdfs. Although the maxima of C( W) maximize

the likelihood when yT = qSi (uT ), the choice of the nonlinearity as the cdf of

Sj is not imperative. In fact, there exists a large class of invertible nonlinear

functions yT = g7 (u} ) not matching the cdf qSl {uT ), but the local maxima of

C( W) are still demixing matrices. With the stability analysis given in Chap¬
ter 3 it can be examined whether specific nonlinear functions g7 are valuable

for separation or not. In other words, if the algorithm that maximizes C has

stable equilibria for demixing matrices W, the nonlinear functions g7 are valid

choices.

If some source signals have identical distributions, more than one demix¬

ing matrix W reaches the maximal value of C( W). This corresponds to ex¬

isting indeterminacies in ICA. For a symmetric source distribution pSi (sT ) the

signs of the coefficients of the ith row of W can be changed and for equal
distribution of two or more sources a permutation of the corresponding rows

does not affect Eq. (2.30).

2.5 Gradient-based adaptive algorithms

The adaptive algorithms derived in this section maximize the objective func¬

tion given in Eq. (2.32). Since the joint entropy of a specific nonlinear output
vector is maximized, this approach is called entropy maximization. Of course,

the log-likelihood function can be maximized, too, and the same algorithms
are received because the corresponding objective functions differ only by a

constant.

As described by Eq. (2.29) the vector y is formed by element-wise non¬

linear functions gi(.),... ,giv(.). Following the rule of transforming a random
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vector (see Eq. (2.14)), the joint pdf of the nonlinear output y is

Px(x)
Py(y) =

Using the chain rule, the Jacobian / is

/ =

det/l
(2.33)

~dyj~

_dXj_

~dyj~

_dui
_

~

dui~

_dXj_

Vi(«0 o

o g'N(UN)_

w (2.34)

Using (2.33), the joint entropy of y, H(j), can be expressed in terms of the

joint entropy of x, H(x), the demixing matrix W, and the derivatives of the

nonlinearities g7, g\. This is

HOO = - / Py(y)^gpy(y)dy

I
Px(x) Px(x)
— log — det J\ax
|det/| 5|det/|

= H(x) + E{log|det/|}

= H(x) + log|det^| + E

f N

L/ = l

(2.35)

The joint entropy of y is maximized by the method of steepest ascent. Differ¬

entiation of (2.35) with respect to wTJ yields

dw
HO;) = log|det^| + E

f N

V
dw

V

w,j +Efg»

9

I J Ami

1 dUJlJ
.7 = 1

J

detfF s'M)
JC 7

(2.36)

(2.37)

where Wl} is the co-factor to the coefficient Wjj of W and gj'(uj ) denotes the

second derivative of g7 with respect to uT. In more details, the co-factor WTJ
is defined as the determinant of the matrix W reduced by the zth row and the
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y th column,

WTJ = det

Will W\j-\ W\j+ \ ... W\N

10,-11 ••• Wj-lj-l Wj-lj + l ... Wj-lN

Wj +u ... Wi7 + l7_l W1 + lj + l ... WJ/ + 17V

WJ7V1

Setting

WNj-l WNj+ l

., , A gf(«0
0/("/) =

lUjW

(2.38)

g>o
(2.39)

and gathering all coefficient-wise gradients yields in matrix form

1hW=^-e(^}. (2.40)

With the help of the gradient given by Eq. (2.40) the update equation for en¬

tropy maximization is stated as

W(t + \)= W(t) + ß(W
-T(O-e{0(«> .t

(2.41)

where ß is the step size. For on-line learning, the stochastic counterpart of

(2.41) is

W(t + 1)= W{t) + ß(w-T{t)-(t>{u{t))vecxT{t)\ . (2.42)

As mentioned in Section 2.4, W is the ML estimator if the nonlinear functions

gi(.),... ,giv(.) are the cdfs of the source signals. Then the functions 07(w7) in

(2.39) match the score functions of the source signals denoted by

<!>,(«,) =
Ps,M

PSl{ui)
(2.43)

Although selecting 07 (w7 ) = 07 (w7 ) is optimal in the sense that the asymptotic
covariance of W{t) is minimum [50], this is not a necessary condition for suc¬

cessful separation. For instance, entropy maximization was first proposed by
Bell and Sejnowski [8] and called Infomax algorithm. There, a fixed sigmoid

nonlinearity was proposed, only working for the class of distributions with a

positive kurtosis. The question whether a specific nonlinearity differing from
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the score function is appropriate for a given source distribution is detailed in

Chapter 3.

Adapting the demixing matrix with the rule given by Eq. (2.41) shows

some drawbacks as the convergence behavior strongly depends on the hard¬

ness of the separation problem, e.g., the conditioning of the mixing matrix.

Furthermore, the implementation ofEq. (2.41) is computationally burdensome

particularly for an increasing number of sources, since it contains a matrix

inversion. To overcome these drawbacks, more sophisticated gradient rules

were introduced by Cardoso (relative gradient) [13] and Amari (natural gradi¬

ent) [2]. In the next section, the concept of the relative gradient is introduced

and derived for entropy maximization.

2.5.1 Relative gradient

The idea of the relative gradient is based on the equivariance property of

source separation [15]. Generally speaking, an estimator behaves equivari-

antly if it produces estimates that, under data transformation, are similarly
transformed. A key property of equivariant estimators is that they exhibit uni¬

form performance. In terms of BSS, the performance of the estimator does

not depend on the mixing matrix A but only on the source signal distributions.

This is demonstrated in the case ofbatch estimation. There, sets of T observed

vectors,

XT = {x(l),...,x(T)}, x(i) = As(i)

and

XT = {x{\\... ,x(T)} , x(i) = MAs(i)

are produced by mixing a set of T source vectors, St = Ml), • • • ,s(T)}, by A

and by MA, respectively. Then, an estimator for A, denoted by A(-\ is said

to be equivariant if

A{XT) = MA(XT). (2.44)

That is, an operation employed on the data set corresponds to the same oper¬

ation on the estimator. For instance, the estimators introduced in Section 2.4

are equivariant. In the following, we show that the ML estimator given by

Eq. (2.28) satisfies Eq. (2.44). The corresponding estimators A{x) or A{x)
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are the inverse matrices of the ML estimations for the demixing systems. Ba¬

sically, the estimator is employed on distributions instead of data sets.

A(x) = [Wml]
-i-i

argmax(-KL(/?M(w)| \ps(u)))
W

-i-i

arg max (^-KL(/?^-(w)| \ps{u))

argmax \-KL(j>WM-x -{u)\ \ps(u))j M
-i-l

argmax(-KL(pWx(u)\\ps(u)))M 1

W

n-l

=
MW\

ML

= MA(x). (2.45)

An adaptive algorithm fulfilling the equivariance property can be found by

choosing a multiplicative structure in the update rule [13]. That is,

W{t + \)= W{t) + iiF{t)W{t)

= (I + nF(t))W(t),

(2.46)

(2.47)

where F(t) depends on u{t) and is called the estimating function. The serial

update by left multiplication with / + ßF(t) implies that W{t + 1) is formed

by multiplying the output of W{t) by / + ßF(t). This is consistent with the

multiplicative equation (2.44) and, hence, the reason why serial update algo¬
rithms inherit the uniform performance property from their batch counterparts.
For further discussion see [15].

In the following, the term for the estimating function in Eq. (2.46) is de¬

rived based on the concept of the relative gradient. In entropy maximization,
the joint entropy H(j) = C{W) is maximized. The first-order expansion of

C(W)v&

C(W+ eW) = C(W) + {VC(W)\e)+o(e), (2.48)

where VC( W) denotes the relative gradient, e a relative variation consisting
of small values, and (-|-) the Euclidean scalar product between two matrices
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defined by

(X|F}=tr|jV:Fr| .

Let y = g{u + eu). Then the contrast function at W+ e W is

C(W+ eW) = H(j7)

Py(y)^gpy(y)ày

Px(x)

(2.49)

/
/ Px(x)\og

det WdQt(I + «) rïli ë[ («/ + *«/ )

= H(x) + log|det^| +

f JV

J]log|g;(w7+<5w7)|

cbc

+ log|det(/ + e)| + E

L 7=1

(2.50)

where <5w7 is the /th coefficient of eu. The last two terms of (2.50) can be

replaced by first-order approximations, namely

log|det(/ + e)| =tr{e} + o(e) (2.51)

and

N N N
"( "1

J>g|g>7 + ^7)| = J>g|g>7)| +E vT^ +°oo
z = l z = l

TV

= J>g|g>7)|-0r(M>« + o(e), (2.52)
z = l

where we used Eq. (2.39). The scalar 0 {u)eu can be considered as the trace

of a 1 x 1 matrix and transformed into

T T

0 {u)eu = tr{0 {u)eu}
J i

= tr{ew0 (w)}

This yields for (2.50)

C(W+ eW) = H(x) + log|det^| + E

= tx{(t){u)uTeT}.

N

(2.53)

J2l°ë\gjM\
L 7=1

+ tr{e}

-E|tr{0(H)i*V}}+o(e)
= C(W) + (E{I-(/>(u)uT}\e)+o(e), (2.54)
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where we made use of the fact that expectation and trace operation can be

exchanged and the relative variation e is independent of u. Comparing (2.48)
and (2.54) yields for the relative gradient of C( W)

VC(W) = e\i-(/)(u)ut\ . (2.55)

As C( W) is to be maximized, the relative variation is set in a direction parallel
to the relative gradient, that is W(t) —> W(t) + e W(t) with

e = ßVC(W) = iiE\i -<ß(u)uT\ (2.56)

yielding the relative gradient update rule

W(t + 1)= W{t) + iiE\l-(t>{u)uT\ W{t). (2.57)

For on-line stochastic learning, Eq. (2.57) is modified by replacing the expec¬

tation by its instantaneous counterpart yielding

W(t + 1)= W(t) + ii (i - <ß(u(t))u7\t)\w{t). (2.58)

This is depicted in Fig. 2.2. Comparing (2.46) and (2.58) results in the esti-

8l(t)

SN(t)

Xi{t)
^

A

x2(t)

W(t)•

XN(t)

\ i

l

4>

i

2

\

<P

1

N

1

1

//(/-

AW(t) -

- (f>(u(t))uT(t))W(t)

^ '

•

-s£

Ui(t)

u2{t)

UN(t)

Figure 2.2: Update algorithm for a blind source separation problem with N sources ac¬

cording to Eq. (2.58).

mating function

F=I-(ß(u)u
T

(2.59)
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Cardoso [13] has shown that if the global unmixing system V{t) = Wit)A

is considered, its evolution under the update rule is given by

Vit + 1) = Vit) + ß (/ - 00(0) uT(O) K(0 (2.60)

and is independent of the mixing matrix ,4 in the following sense. If the

algorithm is initialized with some matrix W(0) so that the global system has

an initial value V(0) = W(0)A, the trajectory of the global system is the same

as the trajectory of_a system with mixing matrix A if it is initialized with

W(0) so that W(0)A = W(0)A. This result shows that changing the mixing
matrix is equivalent to changing the initial value of W. Thus, as Cardoso and

Laheld [15] remarked, it is only needed to study the convergence of V(t) to a

separating matrix, WA = PA, to characterize the source separation problem.
This finding is known as the uniform performance property.

2.5.2 Natural gradient

Another alternative to the standard stochastic-gradient method was proposed

by Amari [2] and called the natural gradient. It does not assume that the cost

function is locally quadratic or, in other words, that the parameter space has a

Euclidean structure, which would allow employment of the Euclidean metric

as a distance measure. However, the natural gradient employs knowledge of

the Riemannian structure of the parameter space to adjust the gradient search

direction. For BSS, this results in a post-multiplication by WT W of the up¬

date term in the standard stochastic-gradient rule given by Eq. (2.42). This

yields the same update equation as derived in Section 2.5.1 using the relative

gradient. An extensive discussion of natural-gradient adaptation is given by

Douglas and Amari [22].

2.6 Performance measure

Evaluation of the performance of BSS algorithms requires a measure that ex¬

presses the exactness of W in demixing the process, i.e., V = WA = PA.

Such a measure is the Inter-Channel Interference (ICI), which is the ratio of

the interfering signal power to the power of the desired signal.

In a simulation environment, where the mixing system was arbitrarily gen¬

erated, the ICI can be determined by evaluating the global system V(t) =
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W{t)A. If the respective dominating sources of the output signals are known

to be mutually different, then the ICI can be expressed as

l^/£L»,2,(0-maxV(0'
ICI(')=7?E

Nf-;\
max,«2,(0

7 = 1 \ J 1J

= ^1^4^-! I. (2-61)
1 = 1 \llia^J vijV)

where it is assumed that all source signals have equal power.

2.7 Simulation example

In the following, the performance of the standard and the relative-gradient

algorithm are compared. To reduce computational complexity, the block-wise

processing counterparts ofthe algorithms given in Eqs. (2.41) and (2.58) have

been implemented. These are

kB+B-l

W[k+\]=W[k] + [i J2 (*P~r[*]-0("(O)*r(O) (2.62)
t=kB

for the standard-gradient algorithm and

kB+B-l

W[k+\]=W[k] + [i J2 (/-0("(O)«r(O)^[^] (2-63)
t=kB

for the relative-gradient algorithm. Note that the angular parentheses, [ ], de¬

fine the block time scale:

W[k] = WikB). (2.64)

Both algorithms have been simulated for a separation problem of four Lapla-
cian sources. The mixing system was chosen as

A =

0.6 0.2 -0.1 -0.2-

-0.5 -0.3 0.2 0.1

-0.4 -0.1 0.3 -0.1

0.1 -0.1 -0.4 -0.1

(2.65)
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In both cases, the score function was employed as the nonlinearity in the esti¬

mating function. This is for Laplace-distributed sources

<D/(w/) = V2sign(w/) (2.66)

The evolution of the ICI is depicted in Fig. 2.3 and shows the superiority of

the relative-gradient algorithm over the standard-gradient algorithm. The step
size was adjusted so that the steady-state error was the same.

relative-gradient algorithm

standard-gradient algorithm

-45L

kB
10

x10

15

4

Figure 2.3: Inter-Channel Interference for a separation problem of four Laplacian sour¬

ces. The relative- and the standard-gradient algorithm are compared.

2.8 Summary

In this chapter, the BSS problem with instantaneous mixtures was mathemati¬

cally formulated. Basics on probability and information theory were reviewed.

Appropriate objective functions (joint entropy and log-likelihood) were de¬

tailed. They are optimized by adaptive gradient-based algorithms. Thereby,
the algorithms based on the relative or natural gradient outperform the stan¬

dard-gradient method. The algorithms based on the relative gradient will be

analyzed in terms of stability and performance in the next chapter.





Chapter 3

Local Convergence Analysis of

BSS Algorithms

The blind algorithms introduced in Section 2.5 are clearly nonlinear. To exam¬

ine the properties of their local convergence, namely stability and steady-state

performance, the algorithms are linearized around the equilibria [55]. Due

to the uniform performance property of the relative-gradient learning rule dis¬

cussed in Section 2.5.1 only the evolution ofthe overall matrix V[k] = W[k]A
needs to be considered. For on-line block processing, this is

kB+B-l

K[*+1]=K[*] + | J2 (l-<K*(t))uT(t))v[k], (3.1)
t=kB

with the block size B. Again, Eq. (3.1) is independent of the mixing matrix

A and, thus, the results on local convergence of the update algorithm given by

(3.1) are valid for all invertible mixing matrices A.

3.1 On the equilibria in BSS

If the algorithm converges for a sufficiently small /x, then

E{/-0(n)Mr}=O (3.2)

23
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or

E{1-&(«,)«,} = 0, (3.3)

E{^(W/)«,} = 0, for/^y. (3.4)

These conditions must force u\,...,un to be mutually independent if the

sources are to be separated. Eq. (3.4) involves terms like

J2P>>vU?uJ = 0, v an odd number, (3.5)

where ßJrV are the coefficients of the power series of the nonlinearity 07. Note

Eq. (3.5) is only a necessary, but not a sufficient condition for independence.
Cases exist where Eq. (3.5) is satisfied and separation does not result. Then,
the equilibrium condition (3.2) is not a maximum of the objective function.

However, experience has shown that if W in Eq. (2.3) is a stable solution of

Eq. (2.58), separation generally results.

3.2 Dynamic behavior of the expected error matrix

To examine whether W in Eq. (2.3) is a stable solution, the dynamic behavior

of the expected error matrix is derived. For convenience we assume that the

sources have unit power,

E{r} = /, (3.6)

and the nonlinearity 0 is scaled such as

e[4>{s)st\ = I. (3.7)

In the following, we analyze the behavior of the overall matrix V[k] around

the equilibrium

Veq = I. (3.8)

Note that the behavior around other equilibria can be examined in a similar

way. If the system is perturbed from equilibrium, we have

V = I+V (3.9)
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and

u = s + 8u = s+Vs

where F is the error matrix. Differential calculus [11] of the term

(3.10)

T
I-4>(Vs)(Vs)

at F = Feq using the rules of summation, product, and chain yields

(3.11)

I-4>(Vs)(Vs)
T F) = - Dp(Veqs)(dV)ssT Ferq Feq

+

(/>(Veqs)sT(dVT)Veq (3.12)

I-(/)(Veqs)s1Vl
eq

(dF)

where

Dp = diag([0/1(^i),... ,</>'N(sN)]). (3.13)

Replacing the differential dF by the perturbation F in (3.12) and neglecting
the last term, Eq. (3.1) becomes for Feq = / to first order

kB+B-l

V[k+\]=V[k] + ^ Y. [l-^(t))sT(t)-DpV[k]s(t)sT(t)
t=kB (3.14)

-<ß(s(t))sT(t)VT[k]

Taking the expectation of Eq. (3.14) and assuming V[k] to be independent of

s(t), t > JcB,wq obtain

{F[^+l]} = E{F[^]}-/x[E{JD(/)/F[^^r} + JD^E{Fr[^}]
(3.15)

where

D^ = E{0(s)sr} .

Since s} and Sj are independent for i ^ j, the first term in the brackets on the

right-hand side of (3.15) can be written as

{ Dp V[k]ssT } = E {Dp V[k] DS2} (3.16)
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with

Ds2 = diag ( s\, ,SN

Thus Eq. (3.15) becomes

E{V[k+\]} = E{V[k]}-ß[E{D^V[k]Ds2} + D^sE{vT[k]^.
(3.17)

This defines the dynamic behavior of the expected error matrix near equilib¬
rium.

3.3 Stability of the algorithm

We examine the stability of the algorithm by determining the response of the

expected error matrix (see also [59]). The diagonal terms of E{ V[k]}, namely
E{#7z [£]}, behave according to

Avn[k+\]} = E{v11[k]}-ß[E{cp;(Sl)S^ + E{(p1(Sl)Sl} E{vn[k]}.

(3.18)

Assuming here and in the following that pSi (s} ) is even and 07 (u} ) is monoto¬

nie odd, then the constant

Kn =E{<pf1(sJ)sf} + E{<pJ(sJ)sJ} (3.19)

is clearly positive, and the diagonal terms converge for a sufficiently small

step size \±.

It is important to note that for the off-diagonal terms in (3.17), E{vTJ [£+1]}
depends only on E{vTJ [k]} and Ejti^ [&]}. Similarly, E{vjj [£+1]} depends only
on E{vjj }[k] and E{vJT [k]}. Thus, the off-diagonal terms need to be considered

in pairs and their behavior is given by

E{8[k+\]} = E{8[k]}-ßZlE{8[k]}, (3.20)

where 8[k] is the vector 8[k] = [vTJ [k], vJT [k]]T and S i is the matrix

e{0;(s7)}e{s72} EihMsj}
Û1

{Msfc} E{^(Sj)}E{sf}_
' (3.21)
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The stability of Eq. (3.20) is determined by the eigenvalues of S i, which are

given by

where

K+ = (ft + (Pj )/2 + yjifPj ~ (Pj )2/4 + fj f

K- = ((Pj + (Pj )/2 - yjifPj - (Pj )2/4 + fj f

% = E{07V7)}E{,72},
^ = e{0;(,7)}e{,72},
ft = E{0, (£,>,} ,

(3.22)

(3.23)

(3.24)

(3.25)

(3.26)

and equivalently for \f/j. For stability, the eigenvalues must be positive. While

k+ is always positive under the assumptions made for this section, for /c_ to

be greater than zero the following condition must be met

fi fj

Wm)}e{s^\ e{0;(,7)}e{,72}
E{(f)j(sj)sj} E{</)j(sj)sj}

E {#(*,)} Efc»} e{^)}e{^
^

E{(pj(sj)sj} E{(j)j(sj)sj}
(3.27)

Note that the expectation E{,v2} and E{s2} have been swapped to obtain factors

that depend only on the zth nonlinearity and the zth pdf.

If all the nonlinearities and source pdfs are the same, then the eigenvalues
are given by

k+ = e{0;(^)}e{^2} + e{07(^x},

k- = e{0;^)}e{^2}-e{07(^>/},
and matrix S i can be decomposed into

(3.28)

(3.29)

V2 V2 V2 V2
2 2

V2 V2
Ki

2 2

V2 V2

_

2 2
_

2 2
_

(3.30)

where K\ = diag([/c+,/c_]). Hence, one concludes that for Veq to be a stable

equilibrium, both k+ and /c_ must be positive, specifically

k- = E{0;(^)}e{^2} -E{07(^7>7} > 0 (3.31)
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or

E WM} Eh2}
E{0, (£,>,}

>1. (3.310

This result agrees with [3,14] for identical nonlinearities and pdfs. Hence,

stability is seen to be dependent on the nonlinearity and the pdf ofthe sources.

If condition (3.31) is satisfied for both nonlinearities 07 and 4>j and pdfs

pSl and ps ,
then condition (3.27) is satisfied. Requiring (3.31) for both non-

linearities is a stricter condition than (3.27). For instance, although (3.31) is

not fulfilled for the uniform source when the signum function is employed,

separation of a Laplacian and a uniform source is stable since (3.27) is satis¬

fied.

It is noted that for two Gaussian sources s} and Sj, /c_ is equal to zero. This

is due to Bussgang's theorem [48], which states

E{0;(^)}E{^2} = E{07(^X} (3.32)

for any function 07 and a Gaussian RV s}. Hence, this confirms that separation
of two (or more) Gaussian sources is impossible.

If exactly one source is Gaussian, e.g., s}, only one factor in Eq. (3.27) is

one. Then, separation is possible if all other sources satisfy condition (3.31)
and, hence, (3.27) is fulfilled. Similar to the situation with one Gaussian

source, separation is also possible if at most one 07 is linear. Then, Eq. (3.32)
holds for any distribution and, again, (3.27) is fulfilled if all other nonlineari¬

ties and sources satisfy condition (3.31).

For the score function 07 = 07,

E {*M =F1
i

(333)
E{07(s7>7}

and

E{0fc7)}E{*2}
K- =

p IV\ V
- E {<!>,&>,} (3.34)

is always greater than zero by Schwarz' inequality [48] for non-Gaussian sig¬
nals and, hence, the system is stable (see Appendix 3.A for a detailed deriva¬

tion).
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In the beginning of the local convergence analysis we assumed for con¬

venience that the equilibrium Veq is the identity. However, in the case of

non-identical nonlinearities and pdfs and instability for Veq = /, we must

consider that permutation of the sources may deliver a stable solution, i.e.,

Veq = P. The general conditions for stability are given in Section 3.3.1.

3.3.1 Stability conditions for unsealed nonlinearities

In the course of the stability analysis we assumed for convenience that the

nonlinearities 07 are scaled such as E{07(s7)s7} = 1. This assumption involves

that ueq = s. If this is not the case, for instance when the source pdfs are

not known at all or at least their scaling is unknown, it must be considered in

the analysis that Veq in Eq. (3.12) is not the identity. This turns the stability
condition in Eq. (3.27) to

E{07(w7)w7} E{(pj(uj)uj}

Since the denominators are 1 in an equilibrium, (3.35) can be simplified to

E{0>7)}e{W72}e{0;(W7)}e{W72} > 1
. (3.36)

General stability conditions (without assuming 07 a monotonie odd function

and pSi an even pdf) were given by Amari et al. [3] involving two further

conditions. This is on the one hand,

{</>»?} + 1 > 0 (3.37)

forcing /c77 to be positive and, hence, guaranteeing convergence ofthe diagonal
elements of V. On the other hand, /c_ is positive if besides condition (3.35)

E{0>7)}>O (3.38)

is satisfied for all i,j (i ^ j).

3.4 Stable BSS algorithms

In this section, different BSS algorithms that guarantee stable convergence

to a separating equilibrium will be presented. Mainly, two classes might be
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distinguished. First, the algorithms interchanging single pairs of elements

of the estimating function F and, second, those switching or adapting the

nonlinearities.

3.4.1 Stabilization procedure for identical nonlinearities and

pdfs

If the system shown above with identical monotonie odd nonlinearities and

identical source distributions is unstable, we propose to stabilize the adaptive

algorithm by considering the transpose of the estimating function as an alter¬

native of changing the nonlinearity [59]. Following the process above, the

dynamic equation for the expected error matrix when the estimating function,
F = I — <f>(u)uJ', is replaced by its transpose, / — u<f>T(w), becomes

{V[k+\]} = E{V[k]} - ß[E{Ds2VT[k]D^ + E{V[k]} D,

(3.39)

where, again, 0 is assumed to be scaled such as E{(/>(s)sT} = /. For the pair
8[k] = [vjj [k], Vjj [k]]T this results in an equation equivalent to Eq. (3.20) but

with the matrix S i replaced by

ü2 =

e {&&>,} e{0;(s7)}e{s72}'
_e{0;(,7)}e{,72} e{07(,>7}

(3.40)

This is

E{8[k+\]} = E{8[k]}-nE2E{8[k]}

The eigenvalues of S 2 are given by

(3.41)

k+ = (fj + fj)/2 + Jif, - fj)2/4 + <fh<pj,

K- = (f, + fj)/2 - ^{ft - fj)2/4 + (fH(pj9

with (p}, cpj, if/1, and \f/j defined as in Eqs. (3.24) to (3.26). For stability the

condition now becomes

K Vl e{^,)}e^}e{^)}e{^}
^

fj fj E{07(^7>/} E{</)j(sj)sj}
(3.42)
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Thus, if K- is negative, we only need to transpose the estimating function to

obtain a stable system. For identical nonlinearities and pdfs, the eigenvalues
of S2 are simply k+ and —/c_ and are gathered to Ki = diag([/c+, —/c_]).

The cubic nonlinearity, 4>i (ui ) = A,iui + A,3u]-> is classic because it shows

the dependence of stability for a fixed nonlinearity on the kurtosis ofthe source

pdf [14]. Substituting the cubic nonlinearity into Eq. (3.31) yields

/c_ = A,3[3E2{,72}-E{,74}] = _A3^E2{,72} , (3.43)

where hSi is the normalized kurtosis of s}. For positive-kurtosis signals, the

system is unstable unless the transpose nonlinearity is employed [21]. It will

be shown later, for a class of nonlinearities, that /c_ is positive for negative-
kurtosis signals and negative for positive-kurtosis signals. Thus, the blind

source separation algorithm is seen to exhibit transpose symmetry in the sep¬

aration of negative- and positive-kurtosis signals.

3.4.2 Stable BSS algorithm for arbitrary pdfs and identical

nonlinearities

Amari et al. [3] proposed a more general method to treat an adaptive BSS

algorithm that is unstable in the sense of an unstable separating equilibria and,

therefore, the separation fails. It is clear from the analysis presented above

that the dynamic behavior of the pair vTJ [k] and vJT [k] is dependent on the

linearization of the ijth and jith terms ofthe estimating function F[k] around

the equilibrium. If for a mixture of negative- and positive-kurtosis signals that

pair is unstable, then exchanging the ijth and jith terms of F[k] will stabilize

the algorithm.

Simulations have shown pairs in F that need to be swapped can be detected

by continually evaluating the expression on the left-hand side of the general

stability condition given by (3.35) [38], namely

E {#(«,)} E{«?}E {4M E{«?}
E{07(w7)w7} E[(pj(uj)uj}

for all /, j. To estimate this expression, the
expectationsE{w2},E{<//(w7)},andE{(pj(uj)uj}arereplacedbytheleakyaveragesE/v{w2},Ek{(f)'(uj)},and
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E^{07 (uj )uj}, respectively. Those are determined by

_ _ n
_

B,kB+B-\

Etj»?} = ^Et_1j»,2j + ii^ VJ „2(f) (345)
t=kB

(]_oB)kB+B-l
Ek[ti(uJ)} = ßBEk_l[ti(uJ)} + y-^- J2 #(«/(')), (3-46)

t=kB

B kB+B-l

Eyt{0/(w7)w7} = yß5E^-i{07(w7)w7}H ^2 <Mw/(0)w/(0>
t=kB

(3.47)

where ß controls the leakiness of the averages. For instance, ß can be chosen

as 0.99. In the case of a discontinuous 07, 07 must be approximated by a

continuous nonlinearity. Now, the estimated values for (3.44) for all ij are

gathered to an auxiliary matrix denoted by R[k], which are determined by

R[k] = r[k]rT[k],

where

r[k] = [r1[kl...irN[k]f
,

with

n m =

E/v{07(w7>7}

Ifany off-diagonal element in R[k], r7J [k], is smaller than 1, the corresponding

pair in F[k] must be interchanged for stabilization.

3.4.3 Stable BSS algorithms for arbitrary pdfs and switching
nonlinearities

Instead of exchanging terms of F[k], Douglas et al. [23] and Lee et al. [37]

proposed two different approaches that stabilize the algorithm by switching

channel-wisely between two nonlinearities.

Douglas et al. select the nonlinearities 07 within

0n(M = w73 (3-48)
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and

0p(>7) = tanh(lOw7), (3.49)

which are appropriate for separation of negative-kurtosis and of positive-kur-
tosis signals, respectively. As condition (3.31) shows, Veq is a stable equilib¬
rium if all output signals satisfy

^,«,>0, (3.50)

with

6^Ui =E{0>7)}e{^}-E{07(W7>/} • (3.51)

Again, this condition is stricter than the proper stability condition (3.35).
In [23] 6fyj;Mj is utilized to decide which of the two nonlinearities 0n(wz) and

0p(w7 ) is appropriate for the zth output signal to solve the separation problem.
For both nonlinearities 0n and 4>v and each output signal w7, 6fyJ;Mj is esti¬

mated by replacing the expectations on the right-hand side of Eq. (3.51) by

corresponding leaky averages. The estimations of $</>N,M, and 6^;Mj, $</>N,M, [k]
and 6fyP;Mj [k], are then calculated as

Q<hi,ui\h'\ = Ë/v{0^(w7)}Ë/v|w72|-Ë/v{0N(w7)w7} (3.52)

and

Ö<pP,Ul[k] = E/v{0p(w7)}E/v|w72|-E/v{0p(w7)w7} , (3.53)

respectively. Comparing 6^Ul [k] and_6fy,P;Mj [k] for the zth output signal, the

nonlinearity with the greater value for 6[k] is selected as 07. This is

\(ui)=
0N(w7 ), if Ofau, > 0_faUl ,

54

0p(w7), if0faUt >0fa,Ut .

While the local convergence is proven to be stable, extensive simulations have

shown that this algorithm exhibits stable global convergence.

An alternative algorithm presented by Lee et al. [37] is called the extended

Infomax algorithm. It is formulated as

kB+B-l

W[k+\] = W[k] + - J2 (l-L[k]t<mh(u(t))uT(t)-u(t)uT(t))W[k],
t=kB

(3.55)
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where L[k] is a diagonal matrix with /7 e {—1,1} as its elements. Due to

condition (3.36), stability is guaranteed if each output signal satisfies

E{0>7)}e{w72} > E{&(«>,} , (3.56)

where

0/ (w/ ) = // tanh(w7 ) + w, . (3.57)

Substituting (3.57) in (3.56) yields

/7 ^l-EJtanh(w7)2|)EJw72|-E{tanh(w7)w7}) >0. (3.58)

By choosing /7 the same sign as the rest of the left-hand side of (3.58) the

algorithm in (3.55) is stabilized. Thus, /7 [k] is determined by

h[k\ = signal - Ëk |tanh(w7)2}) Ëk {w72} - Ëk{tanh(w7)ux}) , (3.59)

where the expected values in (3.58) have been replaced by leaky averages.

3.4.4 Stable BSS algorithm for arbitrary pdf using adaptive
threshold nonlinearities

Another approach for BSS of signals with arbitrary pdf was given by Mathis

et al. [41]. They propose an adaptive threshold nonlinearity

\(Ui) =
°- '"''"""

(3.60)
£7sign(w7), |w7|>#7,

where û7 and bj, \ < i < N, are the parameters to adapt so that the algorithm
is stabilized and the output power normalized, respectively.

On the one hand, for ûT = 0, 07 (w7 ) is identical to the signum nonlinear¬

ity, which yields stable separation for positive-kurtosis signals. On the other

hand, for ûT = 1.5 the separation of signals with negative kurtosis is stable.

Therefore, the update procedure for ûT is given by

ûj[k+\\ = c^{^m-HûKm) , (3.61)

where the clipping function clip(.) keeps ûT inside the meaningful interval

[0,1.5] and hUi [k] is the estimated kurtosis of the ith output signal.
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The gain parameters bx [k] are adjusted following the update rule

bJ[k+l] = bJ[k]-fib(l-Ëk{ity) , (3.62)

where E^ [uj] is the leaky average of the power of u}, defined by (3.45). The

whole algorithm can be summarized to

Adaptive Threshold Nonlinearity Algorithm

u(t) = W[k]x(t), JcB<t <JcB + B, (3.63)

0,(«,(O) = •

o, |W/(0l<^,

bj[k]siga(uj(t)) , \uj(t)\>&j ,

(3.64)

kB+B-l

w[k +1] = w[k] + | J2 (7 - *(«('))»T^) WW >

t—kB

(3.65)

#,[*+!] = clip(#,[*]-/**£«,[*]) , (3.66)

b,[k+l] = ô/[^]-/xô(l-Ëit {«?}), (3.67)

for 1 < i < N.

3.4.5 Comparison of the different algorithms for arbitrary

pdfs

The four algorithms presented above were applied for separation problems of

five Laplacian and five uniformly distributed sources. In all simulations, the

algorithms were compared when the same mixing matrix and the same source

data were employed. All algorithms were run in the block processing mode

with block size B = 100. The step size was adjusted for each algorithm so

that the residual mixing error expressed by the ICI achieves —20 dB.

The simulations were run for 20 different mixing matrices. The ICI is av¬

eraged for each algorithm and depicted in Fig. 3.1. The algorithm by Douglas
et al. is slightly faster than the algorithm by Mathis et al. However, note the

latter is more robust and computationally more efficient than the former. For

comparison, the extended Infomax algorithm by Lee et al. converges much

slower. However, the algorithm with the worst convergence behavior is that

of Amari et al, whose ICI needs nearly 10 times longer to reach the —20 dB
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level compared to the two fastest algorithms. This shows that a nonlinearity

adapting according the pdfs is more accurate than a fixed one.

3

U

-10

-15

-20

Amari et al.

Douglas et al.

Lee et al.

Mathis et al.

x10

Figure 3.1: Comparison of the different algorithms for arbitrary pdfs for the separation of

5 Laplacian and 5 uniformly distributed sources.

3.5 Steady-state performance

For the on-line algorithm it is desired to know how well the output signals have

separated the sources. In Section 2.6 we introduced the Inter-Channel Inter¬

ference (ICI) as a possible measure. Again, this is the ratio of the interfering

signal power to the power of the desired source. In terms ofthe expected error

matrix and when Veq diagonal, this is for the /th output interfered by the y th

source the ratio

ICI7/[£] = (3.68)
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because the sources are assumed to have equal power. The ICI for the /th

channel is the sum of the ICL7 of all interfering sources

N

ICI7[£] = J]lCL7[£]. (3.69)
7 = 1

Averaging the ICIs over all channels yields the overall ICI

1
N N

ICIw=ïLEICI'iW-
7 = 1 7 = 1

1ÏJ

(3.70)

For the measure in (3.68) we need an equation describing the stochastic be¬

havior of Vjj [k]. We start with Eq. (3.14), which is rewritten as

kB+B-l

B

KD-\-D — l

V[k+\]=V[k]-^ J2 [D^V[k]s(t)sT(t) + cl>(s(t))sT(t)VT[k]
t=kB

kB+B-l

-f E l<t>m)sT{t)-i
t=kB

(3.71)

where the last term is the stochastic process driving the dynamics for V\k\

For case 1, where F = I — (f>(u)uT, the expectation of the pair 8[k] =

[#7y [&],£>,/[A:]]77 behaves according to Eq. (3.20). Similarly, with Ei[&], the

instantaneous counterpart of S i for the Mi data block, the behavior of 8[k] is

given by

kB+B-l

8[k+\] = 8[k]-fiZl[k]8[k]-fi[k]-^ J2 c^> (3-72)
t=kB

where

c(t) = [^(^(0)^(0, 0; W))*/(0f • (3-73)

Terms of 8[k + 1] involving Vji[k] and Vji[k], I <l < N, and are not already
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in ßS i[£]<$[£] are collected in ße[k] with

kB+B-l

w = i £
B

t=kB

4>l(s

N

*(0)2> i[k]si(t)si(t) + 4h(s

N

(0)J>K0v//[^]

<P'M

TV

i(t) + <Pj(*

1=1

N

/(0)5^/(0fl//[*]
/=1

(3.74)

Defining the covariance matrix

n[^] = E{5[^]5r[^]} (3.75)

and assuming E{e[£]<Sr[£]} = E{<S[£]er[£]} = 0, the propagation of the co-

variance matrix is given by

n[^ + i] = n[^-/x(E{s1[^}n[^ + n[^E{s[[^]})
2

^ElSiMn^Sf^J+^EJét^Mj + ^-Elcc7}.
(3.76)

+

For small values of /x, the second-order effects stemming from the third and

the fourth term can be neglected. This yields the remarkably simple result

2

n[^+i] = n[^-/x(sin[^] + n[^s[) + ^-E{ccr}. (3.77)

In the special case of identical nonlinearities and pdfs, the covariance matrix

of c is symmetric,

h\cc \-[ e^msm e{072(,7)}e{^}j
(3.78)

Since both Si and E{ccT} are symmetric with identical diagonal elements,
there exists a unitary transformation

T =

"V2
2

V2"
2

V2
2

V2
2
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so that

and

with

-T
TEiT1 =*i=diag([K+,K_])

J^r^T
TEicc1}^ =C = diag([y+,y_]),

y+ = e{072(,7)}e{,72} + E2{07(,7X},

(3.79)

(3.80)

(3.81)

(3.82)

the eigenvalues of E{ccT} termed the noise parameters. Using the same trans¬

formation J, the covariance matrix II becomes

E=TTIT
T

(3.83)

and Eq. (3.77) turns to

ß
E[k+\] = E[k]-fi(KlE[k] + E[k]Kl)+'—C.

B
(3.84)

Since the off-diagonal elements of E, eu and <?2i, converge to zero with

eu[k+\] = (\-2[i(K+ + K-))eu[k] (3.85)

and

e2i[k+l] = (l-2ß(K+ + K-y)e2i[k]

E converges to a diagonal matrix,

(3.86)

lim E[k] =
e+ 0

0 e_
(3.87)

with

e+ =
_V_Y±
2B k+

(3.88)

and

e- =
jj_y-
2B K-

(3.89)
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Again, by Schwarz' inequality y_ > 0 is always true. The overall variance of

the off-diagonal terms of V[k] = W[k]A is then given by

For a sufficiently large k and with the assumption that the sources are identi¬

cally distributed and identical nonlinearities are employed, the ICI becomes

Vu[k]\
=

JJ_ Y+/K+ + Y-/K-
ÏCI/j = /, 9rJ = ^ V (3-91)

Note it can be shown that this result holds even if the nonlinearity is not scaled

because scaling of 07 implies the same factor in the ratios y+//c+ and y-//c_
as in E{i>727[£]}.

For case 2, i.e., when S2 replaces S1, the result is similar except with /c_

replaced by |/c_ |. Thus, in general, the variance of Vjj [k] is given by

E\$Jm} = £r+/*+
+ r-/\*-\. (3,92)

Values for the nonlinearity- and distribution-dependent factor

ê =
y+A+ + y-/l*-l

(3 93)

are listed in Tab. 3.1 to 3.4 for different situations.

The behavior of the on-diagonal terms are given by the equation

v„[k+\] = vn[k]-li[E^(sJ)s^ + E{(pMh} Vu [k]

kB+B-\ (3.94)

-f E [0/(^(0)^(0-1]
t=kB

and the noise parameter

y„ = E{072(^X2}-2E{07(^>/} + l

= e{072(,7>72}-1. (3.95)

The variance of these terms is given by

EK'}=S- (396)
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3.6 Behavior of the algorithm for specific nonlineari¬

ties

In this section, the behavior of the separating algorithm is detailed when a

specific nonlinearity is employed. First, the algorithm is investigated when the

nonlinearity is the score function. Since the score function is not always real¬

izable or one may wish to use a non-score function for other reasons, two par¬

ticular classes of nonlinearities are considered, namely the classes of signum
functions and of monomials. For those nonlinearities, the characteristic para¬

meters for convergence, stability, and steady-state performance are given and

compared for Laplacian, uniform, and binary distribution.

3.6.1 Algorithms that employ the score function

We recall from Section 2.5 that the score function

07 = -^ (3.97)
A,

is derived from the ML approach. When 07 = 07, Eq. (3.34) holds and

y+ = k+E{07(*7>7}, (3.98)

y_ =k_E{07(*7>7}. (3.99)

The variance of the symmetric portion of the off-diagonal terms is given by

2B k+ 2B 2B

and the variance of the skew portion of the off-diagonal terms by

«-=£z=&E{*'(*»,=&- (3101)

For sufficiently large k, the ICL7 is then

E{vfjm) = ^E{$,(Sj>,} = ^ . (3.102)

Thus, the quality of the separation depends on \± and the block length B. The

effective length of the data record in block length B depends on l//x. Thus,
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since the ICL7 depends on ß/(2B\ the trade-offbetween B and ß is clear. For

a given error level, the value of ß/{2B) is determined by Eq. (3.102) and one

sees that at least for the convergence around an equilibrium the total length
of data samples to achieve the given error level is independent of the block

length (smaller B requires smaller ß).

With the value of ß/B determined by the acceptable steady-state error

level, a2 = ß/(2B), the local convergence is dependent on the smallest eigen¬
value of matrix Si in Eq. (3.77), /c_. Thus, the speed of convergence de¬

pends on 2cr2K- and fast convergence asks for larger steady-state error or

small steady-state error requires long convergence time. This becomes critical

as the source signal pdf moves toward a Gaussian distribution and /c_ moves

toward zero.

This is demonstrated for the family oftwo-sided generalized Gaussian dis¬

tributions.

PstM = -z

r(3/0

2L(r(i/0)3J

2

e l

r(3/o

r(i/?)

2
Is I?1,1

, (3.103)

where T(.) is the gamma function T(c) = /0°°xc~le~x<\x and £ = 2 divides

the sub-Gaussian (£ > 2) and super-Gaussian (£ < 2) distributions. The score

functions are of the form

<I>,(w,) = £
r(3/p'

LnvoJ
signCwOlM/l*"1. (3.104)

For £ = 1, 2, 4, and oo the generalized Gaussian distributions and their score

functions are plotted in Figs. 3.2 and 3.3, respectively.

The meaningful parameter for the convergence speed is

K- = E{o;(^)}E{^2}-E{07(^>/}
= E {<&;&)}-!. (3-105)

Substituting (3.104) in (3.105) yields for £ > 1,

The £-dependence of /c_ is depicted by Fig. 3.4. It clearly shows that /c_

moves toward zero when £ moves toward two. For large £, /c_ is approxi¬

mately £/3.
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Ps,M

Figure 3.2: Probability density function for generalized Gaussian distribution when £ =

1 (solid and circles), 1 5 (dot-dashed), 2 (dashed), 4 (dotted), and oo (solid)

<*>/("/) £=4 A=2

Figure 3.3: Score function for generalized Gaussian distribution, Eq (3 104), with £ = 1

(solid and circles), 1 5 (dot-dashed), 2 (dashed), 4 (dotted), and oo (solid)
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£^

Figure 3.4: The K- vs. t, plot is depicted logarithmically, (p is chosen as the score func¬

tion. The dotted line at £ = 2 divides the family of generalized Gaussian

distributions into two classes - super-Gaussian distributions (£ < 2) and sub-

Gaussian distributions (£ > 2).

Fig. 3.3 shows that there exist pdfs whose score function is not realiz¬

able. For instance, the score function for uniform distribution (£ = oo) is not

defined for ut < —\/3 and ut > V3. However, approximation by a monomial

function (see Section 3.6.3) or a threshold nonlinearity [40] shows a satisfying

convergence behavior.

3.6.2 Algorithms that employ the signum nonlinearity

The 4>t (uj ) = bj • sign(w7 ) nonlinearity, which for bj = \/2 is the score function

for Laplacian statistics, is of practical concern because of its computational

simplicity. For this nonlinearity

E{4>iW}=2biPsi(0)

and

k- = e{0;^)}e{^}-e{07(^>/}
= 2^.(0)E{s72} -E{&(*/>/}, (3-107)
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where pSl (0) is the value of the pdf evaluated at sl = 0. The value of /c_ is

positive for distributions with a positive kurtosis and negative for distributions

with a negative kurtosis. Scaling the nonlinearity to produce E{(/>(s)sT} = /

with E{s72} and Laplacian statistics requires the value of bj = \/2. Similarly,

values for uniformly distributed and binary signals are bx = 2/\/3 and bx = 1,

respectively. The eigenvalues /c77, /c+, and /c_ and steady-state error para¬

meters y77, y+, and y_ for Laplacian, uniform, and binary pdfs are given in

Table 3.1. For the estimating function F the algorithm is unstable for uni¬

formly distributed and binary source signals but according to Section 3.3, and

verified by simulation, it is stable under the transpose nonlinear estimating
function, see Fig. 3.10. However, simulation for the case of binary sources

have shown, that spurious local maxima exist, when the number of sources

exceeds 4. Then, global convergence to a separating solution is not guaran¬

teed.

pdf *, Kn K+ K- yn y+ y- H

Laplace V2 1 3 1 l 3 l 1

Gaussian V* 1 2 0 0.57 2.57 0.57 n/a

Uniform
2

V3
1

5

3

1

3

7

3

7

3

l

3

6

5

Binary 1 1 1 -1 0 2 0 1

Table 3.1: Stability and noise parameters for (f>i(uj) = bt sign(w;) under the condition

E{(Ks)sT} = I.

3.6.3 Algorithms that employ monomial functions

The monomial functions 07(w7) = b} \u} \r~luT lead to separating equilibria for

source signals with a negative kurtosis. Similar to the signum nonlinearity, the

gain parameter b} can be determined for each distribution so that

E{<fh(sJ)sJ} = E\(bJ\sjr1sJ)sJ} = 1
• (3-108)

For Laplacian, uniform, and binary distributions, the parameters b}, /c77, k+,

K-, y77, y+, and y_ are given in Tab. 3.2 when a general monomial function
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(pj(uj) = bj \uj \r~ Uj is employed. In practice, r = 2 or 3 are of major interest

because of computational convenience. For these cases the parameter values

are shown in Tab. 3.3 and 3.4, respectively. Particularly the case ofbinary dis¬

tribution is of great interest. First, % decreases toward zero when r increases.

Second, there could not be found any spurious solution by extensive simula¬

tions when a monomial function was employed.

pdf b, Kii K+ K-

Laplace
V2r+l
(r+l)!

r + l r+3

r+l

r-l

r+l

Uniform r+2
r + l r+5

3

r-l

3

Binary 1 r + l r + l r-l

pdf Vu y+ y- $

Laplace
(2r+2)! 1
(r+l)!2

2 (2r)! +1

Z(r+1)!2
+1 9 (2r)! ,

(r+l)!2 Z(r+3)(r-l)

Uniform (r+2)2 ,

(2r+3)
L

(r+2)2 , ,

3(2r+l)
"^ L

(r+2)2 ,

3(2r+l)
L

r2+7r+l
(r+5)(2r+l)

Binary 0 2 0
1

r+l

Table 3.2: Stability and noise parameters for (piiu,) = b, \u, \r [u, under the condition

E{(Ks)sT} = I.

pdf bj Kii K+ K- Yu y+ y- £

Laplace
V2
3

3
5

3

1

3
19

7

3

i

3

6

5

Uniform 4^3
9

3
7

3

1

3

9

7

31

15

1

15

19

35

Binary 1 3 3 1 0 2 0
1

3

Table 3.3: Stability and noise parameters for 4>,(u,) = b, \u,\u, under the condition

E{(Ks)sT} = I.
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pdf b, Kn K+ /c_ yn y+ y- H

Laplace
l

6
4

3

2

l

2
69

7

2

3

2

8

3

Uniform
5

9
4

8

3

2

3

16

9

46

21

4

21

31

56

Binary 1 4 4 2 0 2 0
1

4

Table 3.4: Stability and noise parameters for </>,(w,) = bt \uj\u, under the condition

E{<t>(s)sT} = I.

3.6.4 Comparison of signum and monomial functions for dif¬

ferent distributions

The efficiency of the local convergence behavior is compared when different

nonlinearities are employed by examining the steady-state error performance
for a fixed convergence rate. We express this by the ratio between the mis-

adjustment of an element, ICL7, and the smallest eigenvalue of S i times a

certain factor, ßK-/(2B). This is

IB-
ICI

v

ß\K- \K-
(3.109)

This ratio is evaluated for signals with Laplacian, uniform, and binary distrib¬

utions when the signum, a general odd monomial, the odd quadratic, and the

cube function are employed as nonlinearities. The results are given in Tab. 3.5.

In the sense of an efficient local convergence, they confirm that the signum
function is more accurate for positive-kurtosis distributions and a monomial

function is preferable when the kurtosis is negative.

The global convergence behavior is now compared when different nonlin¬

earities are employed. In all simulations, the step size was selected so that the

steady-state error ICIoo is —27 dB

ICIoo2ß
ß

Ç(N-1)
(3.110)

The nonlinearities were compared under the same mixing condition and using
the same data.

In the case of uniformly distributed sources, the cubic nonlinearity out¬

performs the odd-quadratic (07 (u} ) = bîuî\uî\) and the signum nonlinearity as

depicted in Fig. 3.5.
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bjsign(uj) bj\uj\r lut bj\Uj\Uj biU]

Laplace 1 2(r + 1)(r+3)(r_l)2 3.6 5.33

Uniform 3.6 q r2+7r+l
J(r+5)(2r+l)(r-l)

1.63 0.83

Binary 1
1

r2-\
0.33 0.12

Table 3.5: Performance ratio to compare the resulting misadjustment for a fixed conver¬

gence rate around an equilibrium.

x10

Figure 3.5: Simulation of the separation of 20 uniformly distributed sources for different

nonlinearities. The step-size parameter is adjusted so that a final ICI of —27

dB is achieved. 0,(w,) = bjU^ (solid), 4>j(uj) = bjUj\iij\ (dot-dashed), and

(pi(uj) = bjs[gn(ui) (dotted).
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For the separation of 20 binary sources, the signum nonlinearity is a bad

selection, as many spurious extrema exist. A higher degree of the monomial

seems to be an advantage for the global convergence, as shown by Fig. 3.6.

10r

-3QL

"fm^iß^m^^

0 0.5 1 1.5 2

t -Î

2.5 3.5

x10'

Figure 3.6: Simulation of the separation of 20 binary sources for different nonlinearities.

The step-size parameter is adjusted so that a final ICI of —27 dB is achieved.

4>j(iij) = ut (solid) and 4>j(uj) = iij \iij | (dot-dashed).

In the case of Laplacian sources, the score function, 07(w7) = \/2sign(w7)
is the best choice. The cubic and the odd-quadratic nonlinearities converge

in a similar way. Due to the heavy tails of positive-kurtosis pdfs, the step
size must be decreased when the degree of the monomial increases in order to

prevent the algorithm from becoming unstable.

3.7 The convergence of the expected error matrix

The case of identical nonlinearities and pdfs is considered to gain insight
into the convergence behavior. From Eqs. (3.20) and (3.30) it is seen that

E{^7 [k] + Vjt [£]}, or the off-diagonal terms ofthe symmetric matrix E{ V[k] +

V [£]}, converge according to /x/c+. This tends to decorrelate the output sig¬
nals but does not mean that E{ V[k]} goes to zero but rather

E{V[k])^-E[vT[k]\ (3.111)
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x10

Figure 3.7: Simulation of the separation of 20 Laplacian sources for different nonlin-

earities. The step-size parameter is adjusted so that a final ICI of —27

dB is achieved. 4>i(iij) = bjU^ (solid), 4>i(iij) = bjUj\uj\ (dot-dashed), and

(pi(uj) = ô,-sign (a,-) (dotted).

for the off-diagonal terms. To first order, for E{ V[k]} small, V[k] differs from

Veq by an orthogonal transformation. Specifically, if V[k] = Veq + e[k] Veq,
then

[Veq + e[k]Veq] [Veq + e[k] Veq]T = I + e[k] + eT[k] + e[k]eT[k]
(3.112)

and the orthogonality condition is met approximatively if the relative variation

e[k] satisfies

T,
e[k] = -e1 [k] (3.113)

rT,
On the other hand, E{vjj [k] — Vjj [k]}, or the skew matrix E{ V[k] — V [k]},

converges according to eigenvalue /x/c_. For the Laplacian and uniform source

distributions, k+ is larger than /c_ and this means the algorithm relatively

quickly decorrelates the output signals. Continuance to independence of the

output signals and recovery of the source signals proceeds more slowly. This

is demonstrated by Fig. 3.8 which shows the trajectory of [C12M, #21 [k]]T in

the C12M, #21 [£]-plane for a BSS problem oftwo sources. The mixing matrix

is

A =
1 1

0 1
(3.114)
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The initial demixing matrix was chosen as the identity. Due to the larger

eigenvalue for the symmetric portion vn[k] + £>2i[£], the trajectory quickly
obtains the diagonal vn = —#21, which is collinear to the eigenvector of the

smaller eigenvalue /c_. Then it follows this diagonal as long as the squared
error ofthe skew-symmetric portion achieves its steady-state level and it starts

to jitter around the equilibrium.

#21

> #12

Figure 3.8: Trajectory of [v\2[k], V2\ [k]]

This behavior can also be seen from the results of simulations presented in

Figs. 3.9 and 3.10, which depict the typical convergence of the symmetric and

skew-symmetric portions of the 2x2 matrix V[k] for the same mixing matrix

as in Eq. (3.114).

3.8 Summary

In this chapter, the convergence around a separating solution was analyzed
with respect to stability and performance. Following this analysis we stated

the condition for stability as a function of the source pdfs and the nonlinear-

ities. Algorithms were considered that guarantee a stable local convergence

even if the sign of the source signals' kurtoses are unknown. Note all consid¬

erations in this chapter are restricted to local convergence. Thus, there is no
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o.8i

0.6

0.4

0.2

200 400 600 800 1000

Figure 3.9: Behavior of the normalized Frobenius norm of the on-diagonal elements

(solid), the off-diagonal elements (dashed) of V[k] + V [k], and the off-diag-

onal terms of V[k] — V [k] (dotted) for a blind source separation problem
with two Laplacian sources, </>,- (iij )

step size \x = 0.01.

\/2sign (iij ), batch size B = 100, and

0.8

0.6

0.4

0.2

400 600

k^
800 1000

Figure 3.10: Behavior of the normalized Frobenius norm of the on-diagonal elements
~ ~ f

(solid), the off-diagonal elements (dashed) of V[k] + V [k], and the off-

diagonal terms of V[k] — V [k] (dotted) for a blind source separation prob¬
lem with 2 uniformly distributed sources, 4>j(uj) = (2/-s/3)sign(«,-), batch

size B = 100, and step size \x = 0.01.
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statement about stability of global convergence as there might exist spurious

equilibria ofthe update equation. Even for the ideal case when the score func¬

tion is employed, there could not be found any proof that the algorithm can

not converge to a spurious solution. However, in extensive simulations spuri¬
ous solution were only observed if the nonlinearity was not chosen consistent

with the signal pdf and the transpose algorithm was applied. This experience
was only observed for the case of binary sources. On the other hand, there ex¬

ists an algorithm for which the nonexistence of undesirable stationary points
is proven [20]. It optimizes a cost function that is based on cumulants up to

order four.

In all the examples above, a fixed step size was employed in the update al¬

gorithm yielding a residual mixing error. This can be prevented by employing
a varying step size controlled by a measure of the error level. This method is

presented in the next chapter.

The results of the convergence analysis of BSS algorithm is extended to

blind deconvolution (Section 5.3) and to multichannel blind deconvolution

(Section 6.3).
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Appendix to Chapter 3

3.A Proof that K- is positive for non-Gaussian distri¬

bution when the score function is employed

The relation (3.33)

f , ,

E{0?(^)}

E{0 07)} = ^

X l J
(3.115)

can be shown to hold for any score function

Ps
07 = ^ (3.116)

Ps,

by integration by parts. Since the denominator on the right-hand side of

(3.115) is one,

E{07(s7>7} = / -p'Si{sl)sldsl

s,=œ r

= -Ps,Msi + / Ps,àsj
st=-oo J

= 1, (3.117)

it remains to proof E{0^(s7)} = EjO^)}. We start with

= [M^)PsM)]lZ-œ-1 M^MtM^ (3-118)

While the first term in (3.118) is zero, the second one can be transformed into

= e{072(,7)}. (3.119)
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Using (3.115) K- can be expressed as (3.34)

EI *?(*'-))E{S,2)
K- =

E{07(s7>7}
E{07(s7>7}

As

[E{07(*7>7}]2 = / O707>7/?5î07)ds7

/ $/ fa )jpSl {si ) • Sj y/pSl {sj )dv7

= e{o72(,7)}e{,72}

(3.120)

(3.121)

by Schwarz' inequality with equality only for 07(s7) = s}, which is the score

function for Gaussian distributions, /c_ is always positive for non-Gaussian

signals when the score function is employed.





Chapter 4

Step-Size Control

In Chapter 3, the convergence behavior around an equilibrium and the steady-
state error performance are stated. We recall that for a constant step size and

identically distributed sources, the final Inter-Channel Interference is for block

processing

ici^-d^/W-/!*-!, (4.d

with

k+ = E{0;(,7)}e{,72} + 1, (4.2)

k_ = E{0;(,7)}e{,72}-1, (4.3)

y+ = E{072(,7)}E{,2} + l, (4.4)

y_ = E{02(,7)}E{,2}-l, (4.5)

where, for convenience, we have assumed that the sources have unit power

and 0 is scaled so that E{(/)sT} = E{ssT} = /. Both the speed of convergence

and the steady-state error performance are influenced by the ratio ß/B. A

small ß/B results in a slow convergence and a small final error. Thus, for a

fixed step size, there is a trade-off between convergence time and error per¬

formance. This is demonstrated in Fig. 4.1. Furthermore, it is noted that the

ICI improves very slowly in the beginning and faster as the error matrix gets

57
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5
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'- x104

Figure 4.1: Inter-Channel Interference for a separation problem of 10 Laplacian sources.

ß/B = 0.001 (solid), ß/B = 0.0003 (dashed).

smaller. Obviously, the convergence behavior far from equilibrium is differ¬

ent from that in the vicinity of the separating solution. While the convergence

near an equilibrium is well-studied [3,15,59] and discussed in Chapter 3, little

is known about the convergence far from equilibrium.

The choice of the step size is a challenging problem. The goal for the

step-size selection is the same as for other adaptive systems [29]. On the one

hand, it is desired that the ICI improves very fast. On the other hand, after

convergence the remaining demixing error should be very low. Furthermore,
when the mixing system is time variant, the algorithm has to respond to a

change in the mixing environment. All these requirements and the fact that

convergence behavior depends on whether V{t) is close to an equilibrium or

not can be taken into account by using a time-varying step size ß(t). Then the

update equation for the demixing matrix turns to

W(t + \)= W(t) + ß(t) (i - 0(«(O)uT(0) W(t) (4.6)

and, analogously, for the global transfer matrix V = WA

V{t + \)= V(t) + ß(t) (/ - 0(«(O)uT(tj) V(t). (4.7)
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The principle of adaptive algorithms demands on the one hand that the step
size is increased to a large but stable operating value if the distance between

the adapted parameters and their optimal settings is big. On the other hand,
the step size should be systematically decreased when the parameters are close

to their optimum. In the next section, we investigate the behavior of the BSS

algorithm when the overall matrix V{t) is in the vicinity of the equilibrium

4.1 Adaptation with a decreasing step size

Effective adaptation is achieved with a step size ß{t) ~ \/t, because the con¬

vergence is guaranteed by conditions

oo

J>(0 = oo, (4.8)
t=\

ß(t) > 0
, (4.9)

lim ß(t) = 0 (4.10)

from the theory of stochastic approximation [33]. Intuitively speaking, Con¬

dition (4.8) allows the parameters to reach any point in the parameter space

and Condition (4.10) guarantees that the approximations of the parameters

converge to their real values. Furthermore, Amari and Opper [2, 47] have

shown that on-line processing with a Newton-like algorithm using a step size

ß(t) = \/t is asymptotically as efficient as batch processing. Then, all eigen¬
values of the Hessian are 1, which is the optimal setting for a 1//'-decreasing

step size. If not all eigenvalues are equal to 1, the variance of the estimator

can still decrease with order (l//1) when a step size ß{t) = \/t is employed,

provided the smallest eigenvalue is larger than 0.5 [43,44].

Although satisfaction of Conditions (4.8) and (4.10) guarantees conver¬

gence for large t, it says nothing about the speed of convergence. However,
if the values of the adapted parameters are close to the equilibrium when the

step size starts to behave like ß{t) = \/{vt), the error performance decreases

approximately with the same order as the step size. To demonstrate this, we

derive the evolution of the performance and its condition for a (l/(v/'))-like
decrease for the special case of identical pdfs.

For a step size ß{t) = \/{vt) we get a recursive rule for ß(t) by linearizing
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the continuous version of/x around /x(7), i.e.,

/z(f + l) = /z(0(l-v/z(0). (4.11)

As it was shown in Section 3.5, the covariance matrix of a pair of coeffi¬

cients of the error matrix, 8(t) = [vjj(t),Vjj(t)]T,

U(t) = E{8(t)8T(t)} (4.12)

evolves under the sample-wise update rule (block size B = 1) in a simplified
form (3.77) as

n(? + i) = n(0-/x(o(sin(o + n(os[)+/x2(OE{ccr}, (4.13)

where again

e{0;(s7)}e{s72} e {&&>,}
Û1

{bisfc} e{0;(,7)}e{,72}_
and

C{t) = [07 (S, (0) Sj (0,0/ fa, (0) *, (0]
T

(4.14)

(4.15)

For identically distributed sources S i is symmetric. Applying the unitary
transformation

T =

rv2 V2l
2 2

V2 V2

_

2 2

(4.16)

toEq. (4.13) yields

E(t + l) = E(t)-ß(t)(KiE(t) + E(t)Ki) + ß\t)C (4.17)

where E{t), K\, and C are the transformed counterparts of II(/1), Si, and

E{ccT}, respectively. The off-diagonal elements of E converge to zero, as

seen in Section 3.5. The diagonal elements of E, e+ and <?_, evolve as

e+(t + 1) = e+(t) - 2p(t)K+e+(t) + p2(t)y+ (4.18)

and

e-(t + l) = e-(t) - 2ß(t)K-e-(t) + ß2(t)y- , (4.19)
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respectively. The final ICI when a fixed step size is employed (see Eq. (4.1))
leads one to believe that (4.18) and (4.19) are fulfilled when e+ and <?_ are

proportional to \±. This is expressed by

e+{t) = c+li(t), (4.20)

e_(0 = c_/x(0, (4-21)

where the parameters c+ and c_ have to be determined. Replacing e+ by c+ß
in Eq. (4.18) and using (4.11) yields

ß(t + \)c+ = ß(t)(\ - vß(t))c+

= /z(0c+ - 2[i2(t)K+c+ + /x2(0y+ • (4-22)

Solving Eq. (4.22) for c+ yields

c+ = VI±- • (4-23)
2/c+ — v

Similarly, c_ can be determined as

c- =
^r— (4.24)
2/c_ — v

As c+ and c_ must be positive,

v <2k- < 2k+ (4.25)

is required. Then the expected squares of the off-diagonal elements vTJ, which

are the diagonal elements in II(/1), are

w»\= !f(-y^ + -I—). (4.26)
2 \2/c+ — v ZK- — V/

As E{u,;(?o)} and, consequently, e+(?o) and e_(^o) are unknown, it is impos-
*• J

sible to adjust the initial step size /z(^o) so that Eqs. (4.20) and (4.21) hold for

t = to. However, we will see that in the course of the adaptation process both

e+(t) and e_(t) approximate c+ß(t) and C-ß(t\ respectively, for large t.

Taking into account the misadjustment of ß{t), Eqs. (4.20) and (4.21) are

modified to

*+(0 = /*(0c+(l+e+(0) (4-27)

and

e_(0 = M(0c-(l+e-(0), (4-28)
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respectively, where e+(0 and -(t) are relative deviations. Using Eqs. (4.18),

(4.23), and (4.27), e+(t + 1) is determined as

e+(t + 1) = /x(0(l - v/x(0)c+ (l + 6+(^\~^^f) • (4-29)

In turn, due to Eq. (4.27)

e+{t + 1) = ß(t + l)c+(l + e+(f + 1)) (4.30)

Comparing (4.29) and (4.30) leads to the dynamic equation for the magnitude

ofe+(0,

|e+(f + l)l = k+(OI
1 — 2/c+/x(/1)

1 - vß(t)
(4.31)

For a stable convergence of |e+(0L the second factor on the right-hand side of

Eq. (4.31) must be smaller than one, i.e.,

1 — 2/c+/x(/1)

1 - vß(t)
< 1. (4.32)

Solving (4.32) yields upper bounds for ß(t), some of which are rather unim¬

portant, and

v < 2/c+ .

Equivalently, the condition for stability for e-(t) is

v < 2/c_
.

(4.33)

(4.34)

Conditions (4.33) and (4.34) coincide with (4.25) and state that the ICI can

converge with order (\/(vt)) for ß(t) = \/{vt) if the smaller eigenvalue of

S i, K-, is greater than v/2

K- > —

.

2
(4.35)

If (4.35) is satisfied, the ICI approximates a curve proportional to ß(t), namely

ICI(0 = (^_l)^f_J^ +
y-

2 \2/c+ —v 2k
-

— v

= (^-1)
1 y+ y-

2vt\2icjr — v 2k- — v

(4.36)
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The optimal value for the parameter v depends on the values of/c_, /c+, y_,

and Y+- It can be determined by

1 y+
v0pt = argmm - I ——— +

v v \2k-\- — v

y-

2k-
(4.37)

The separation of 10 Laplacian sources was simulated. Thereby, the cor¬

responding score function, 07(w7) = \/2sign(w7) was employed. The initial

demixing matrix W(to) was selected randomly so that Var{ù77(/o)} = 0.04.

Furthermore, the step-size sequence ß was generated by Eq. (4.11) with the

initial value /x(/o) = 0.01 and the parameter v = 1 which is close to vopt. The

ICI behaves approximately proportional to ß as depicted by Fig. 4.2. The step

Figure 4.2: Separation of 10 Laplacian sources with a step size decreasing from ß{to) =

0.01 with \/{t + ?o), where ^o = 100. The demixing matrix was chosen in

the neighborhood of an equilibrium. All plots, measured ICI vs. time (solid),
theoretical ICI due to Eq. (4.36) vs. time (dotted), and step size \x vs. time

(dashed) are depicted logarithmically.

size ß(t) is generated by Eq. (4.11)
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4.2 Self-adjusting step size

In practical applications one may control the step size as follows:

• as long as the demixing matrix W{t) is far from the equilibrium Weq
use an appropriately large /x(7),

• when W{t) is close to Weq, use a 1//'-decreasing step size.

However, it is very delicate to find the proper time to switch between the two

control modes. Simulations have shown that criteria evaluating the kurtoses

of the output signals give some hint but are not robust enough. Hence, the

control of the step size must work automatically and should be able to react

on changes of the mixing environment immediately.

A sophisticated method to control the step size in adaptive systems makes

the step size dependent on the distance between the current and the optimal
value of the adapted parameter. Since in BSS this distance is not directly
available, a representative measure is required.

We propose to utilize a squared norm of the estimating function as an

appropriate measure (see also [58]). Note that in Section 2.5.1 the estimating
function was determined to be

F=I-(/)(u)uT (4.38)

and used in the relative gradient update rule as

W(t + 1)= W(t) + ß(t)F(t)W(t). (4.39)

To demonstrate that F(t) is a measure of the distance between V{t) = W{t)A
and Veq = WeqA, the estimating function is examined when W is in the neigh¬
borhood of Weq. We recall from Section 3.2 that the estimating function (4.38)
described to first order is

F = I-<ß(u)uT

& I- <ß(s)sT - Dp VssT - <ß(s)sT VT
, (4.40)

where again

Dp = diag([0/1(^i),... ,</>'N(sN)]).
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Now, if V{t) is held constant, the expected value of F(t) is given by

E{F(t)} = -E{D^V(t)Ds2}-D(t)SE{vT(t^ , (4.41)

where again

Ds2 = diag^s2,...,^ J ,

D+s = EJ0(s)/j .

In terms of the elements of E{F(t)}, Eq. (4.41) can be written as

E{fl]{t)) = -E{(p;(sJ)}E{sj}vJJ(t)-E{UsJ)s1}vAt), /^ 7, (4.42)

E{fn(t)} = -E{0;(^>72 + 0/(^>/}C//(O (4-43)

and E{F(t)} is seen to be a measure of the error matrix, V(t) = V{t) — Veq.
An algorithm that utilizes a step size dependent on the error, V(t), now be¬

comes available. That concept uses the square of a norm of matrix E{F(t)} to

control the step size of the BSS algorithm. This is motivated by the fact that

lCl(t) ~ E{ù;2;} decreases with the same order as ß(t), when E{£>2} small and
*• J *• J

certain conditions are fulfilled (see Section 4.1). To implement this concept
of a self-adjusting step size, a smoothed version (running average) of the es¬

timating function, denoted by F(t), is used to approximate E{F(t)}. It works

with the latest available step size in (4.6) as the forgetting factor and is given

by the recursion

F(t) = (\-ß(t-\))F(t-\) + ß(t-\)F(t). (4.44)

Using the step size ß{t) as a forgetting factor in (4.44) makes the stochastic

behavior of F(t) dependent on ß(t). This decreases the variance of F(t) as

ß{t) decreases. Hence, for small ß{t) a squared norm of F(t) closely ap¬

proximates the same squared norm of E{F(t)}. Consequently, a squared
normofF(t)thenservesasthemeasureoferrortocontrolß{t\thestepsizein(4.6)andtheforgettingfactorin(4.44).Manypossiblesquarednormscanserveasanappropriatemeasure:thenormalizedsquaredFrobeniusnorm,——j~——jtx{F{t)F(t)}/N,themaximumeigenvalueofF{t)F(t),etc.Aftermanysimulationsthemeasurechosenforthecontrolofthestepsizewasthemaxi¬mumofthesquaredvaluesoftheelementsofF(t),emphasizingtheerroroftheworstadjustedcoefficientinV{t).Thatis,/maxsq(0=maxyj2(0.(4.45)
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The step size, ß{t), is now made proportional to ./maxsqCO?

ß(0 = p/maxsq(0 , (4-46)

where p is a constant. As the algorithm adjusts W{t) toward Weq, the er¬

ror, V(t), in F(t) decreases. From Eq. (4.44), F(t) reflects this change and

fmaxsqiO decreases and, in turn, decreases ß{t). Since the error level decreases

with decreasing ß(t) (see for example Eq. (4.1) and Section 3.5 for details)
the error in F(t) decreases further. This process continues and the error, for a

time-invariant mixing matrix A, decreases toward zero. For a changing envi¬

ronment, as A changes, the overall matrix V{t) = W(t)A, in general, moves

further from Feq and the increased error is reflected in F(t). The change in

F(t) impacts F(t) increasing ß(t). Increased ß{t) allows the algorithm to ad¬

just W{t) more quickly to move V{t) toward Veq. This behavior is illustrated

quite dramatically in the simulations of Section 4.2.2. Hence, a self-adjusting

step size allows W{t) to track a changing environment.

4.2.1 The self-adjusting step-size algorithm

In the final algorithm an upper bound on the step size ß{t) is necessary. A

bad match of the demixing matrix W{t) with the mixing matrix A adversely

impacts the error V(t) and, in turn, generates an estimating matrix F(t) via

Eqs. (4.44) to (4.46) that results in a large step size. If ß{t) is sufficiently

large, algorithm stability becomes an issue. To prevent this, a time-variant

upper bound

^(t) = Ö v- ,
, „m

(4-47)
2 max, £/1^/(01

is used to limit ß{t). An intuitive argument for this bound is given in Ap¬

pendix 4.A. Extensive simulation studies demonstrate that use of this bound

provides a stable algorithm. Limiting the step size ß{t) can be implemented

by a clipping function

t(ß(t\ ßUp(t))
ßuV(0 , ß{t) > /XUp(0 •

Furthermore, additional smoothing of ß{t) in Eq. (4.46) was found to be help¬
ful by simulations. This is achieved by the recursion

ß{t) = aß(t - 1) + (1 - a)yo/maxsq(0 , (4.49)
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where simulations show that good results are achieved for a = 0.998.

As discussed in Section 2.7, block-wise processing with block size B > 1

is computationally less burdensome than sample-wise processing. Choosing
B > 1 implies a multiplication of the measure in Eq. (4.45) with B

/maxsq[*] = 5 max/£[*]. (4-50)
t,J

Furthermore, a is replaced by a5 in Eq. (4.49)

ß[k] = aBß[k-\] + (\-aB)pfmaxsq[k]. (4.51)

The self-adjusting step-size algorithm is depicted in Fig. 4.3 and summarized

in Eqs. (4.52) to (4.56).

The Self-Adjusting Step-Size Algorithm

1
kB+B-l

FW =ßJ2 (l-</>(u(t))uT(t))
t-kB

(4.52)

F[k] = (I -ß[k-\])F[k-\] + ß[k-\]F[k] (4.53)

/maxsq[£] = Bm^ff[k\
*,J

(4.54)

fi[k] = t (aBn[k- 1] + (1 -aB)pfmaxsq[klnuv[k]^ (4.55)

W[k+l] = W[k] + ß[k]F[k]W[k]. (4.56)

The fact that a squared norm of the estimating function is used to deter¬

mine the step size allows the step size to approach zero for large t. In contrast,

this is impossible if the norm is used instead of the square norm. For instance,
Cichocki et al. [16] used the norm of the gradient and Murata et al. [45] used

the norm ofthe flow In these cases, the step size can not decrease further than

to a positive minimum /xmin. A detailed analysis ofthe latter approach is given
in [42].

4.2.2 Simulations

In the case of a time-invariant mixing environment, simulations show that the

step size is controlled so that for large t the
ICIapproachesthelowerboundforthevarianceofthebatchestimationwithbatchsizeT=tderivedbyPhamand
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s(t)
x(t)

W(t)
u(t)

u(t)

<t> F(t) = 1- c/>(u(t))u' (*)

AW(t) = ß(t)F(t)W(t)
Fit)

ß(t)
<?^>

D <H3

yji

rit -1)

i-p(t-i)H)
/ A

D

/maxsq(^) = pmax/?2 (t)
»J

F(t)

Figure 4.3: Concept of adaptive BSS algorithm with a controlled step size. For clarity, a

sample-wise (B=l) processing is used.
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x10

Figure 4.4: Separation of 10 Laplacian sources with a self-adjusting step size and nonlin-

earity 4>i(u,) = \/2sign(w;). The mixing matrix is time-invariant. Processing
was sample-wise (B = 1), a = 0.998, and p = 0.25. ICI (solid), \x (dashed),
and the lower bound by Pham and Garat [50] (dotted) are depicted in dB-

scale.

Garat [50]. A simulation of a separation problem with 10 Laplacian sources

is depicted in Fig. 4.4. Fig. 4.5 shows the long-term behavior of the same

situation as in Fig. 4.4. The log-log plot demonstrates that the ICI exhibits

approximately a \/t behavior for large t.

Next, simulations were done for a separation problem of 2 Laplacian sour¬

ces where the mixing environment changes abruptly. The new mixing matrix

A is generated by

A = AA& (4-57)

where the coefficients AAJ} are Gaussian distributed, i.e.,

A47~«Ar(0,l), (4-58)

and the scalar factor © is uniformly distributed between 0 and 1. This can

produce large differences in the level of the coefficients. The step size is seen

to respond immediately, rapidly increasing to allow the algorithm to adjust the

demixing matrix W to reduce the error level. The step size then continues

to decrease until the next abrupt change as depicted in Fig. 4.6. Simulation
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Figure 4.5: Separation of 10 Laplacian sources with a self-adjusting step size and non-

linearities 4>i(iij) = \/2sign(W;). The mixing matrix is time-invariant and the

step size was smoothed with a = 0.998. p = 0.25. Processing is block-wise

(B = 10). Both the ICI vs. time plot (solid) and the lower bound by Pham

and Garat [50] vs. time plot (dashed) are depicted logarithmically.
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Figure 4.6: Separation of 2 Laplacian sources with a self-adjusting step size and non-

linearity (pi(ui) = V2sign(«,-). The mixing matrix changes abruptly every

20000 samples. The step size was smoothed with a = 0.998. Processing was
block-wise with B = 10 and p = 0.25. ICI (solid) and \x (dashed) are depicted
in dB-scale.
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Figure 4.7: Separation of 10 Laplacian sources with a self-adjusting step size and non-

linearity 4>i(ui) = V2sign(«,-). The mixing matrix changes abruptly every

20000 samples. The step size was smoothed with a = 0.998. Processing was
block-wise (B = 10). ICI (solid) and \x (dashed) are depicted in dB-scale.

results for the separation of 10 Laplacian sources and a mixing environment

that behaves in the same way as described above are depicted in Fig. 4.7.

If the environment experiences small continuing changes in the mixing
matrix, the step size also responds appropriately. This is simulated by defining
the mixing matrix recursively by

A(t + \)=-
A(t) + AA(t),

A(t),

20000 < t < 60000

elsewhere,
(4.59)

where

AAjj(t)~Jf(0,0.001).

During the period, 20000 < t < 60000, the mixing environment is changing,
otherwise, it is time-invariant. The overall behavior is depicted in Fig. 4.8.

When the mixing matrix is time-invariant, the step size decreases as before,
then as A starts to drift, the error increases, and in response, the step size

increases allowing the algorithm to adjust the demixing matrix, W(t). For this

environment, a steady error level is reached and the step size maintains an

increased level. After 60000 samples the drift stops, and the error level and

the step size again decrease.
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x10

Figure 4.8: Separation of 10 uniformly distributed sources with a self-adjusting step

size and nonlinearity 0,(w,) = w; . Sample-wise processing (B = 1) and

a = 0.998. ICI (solid) and \x (dashed) are depicted in dB-scale. The mix¬

ing matrix drifts for 20000 < t < 60000.
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4.3 Summary

In this chapter, the behavior of the classic BSS algorithm employing a time-

variant step size was detailed. The principle of a decreasing step size was dis¬

cussed. The analysis of the convergence around an equilibrium yielded that

for a v smaller than twice the smallest eigenvalue of the Hessian, the resid¬

ual mixing error decreases asymptotically with the same order as the step size

ß(t) if ß(t) decreases with ß(t) = \/{vt).

For practical implementation an automatic step-size control is proposed
based on a squared norm ofthe averaged estimating function. The leaking fac¬

tor of this average is equal to the step size. Extensive simulations have shown

that the self-adjusting step-size algorithm is capable of tracking a changing
environment. If the mixing environment is time-invariant, the performance

asymptotically approximates the lower bound by Pham and Garat for large t.

The self-adjusting step-size algorithm was developed for the case of sta¬

tionary power levels. To apply this algorithm for situations with varying power
levels, it might be necessary to modify the utilized norm. In that case power

variations should not affect the measure /maxsq-

The method used in this algorithm to adjust the step size may be extended

to other blind tasks.
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Appendix to Chapter 4

4.A Upper bound for the step size

The step size must be upper bounded to prevent W(t), F(t), and ß(t) in the

algorithm given by Eqs. (4.52) to (4.56) from "pumping up". An approach

being shown by simulations to be effective requires that the magnitude of the

update term for the ijth element in V(t), | AvTJ {t) | = | vTJ {t + 1 ) — vTJ {t) |, must

be smaller than the largest magnitude of the coefficients in V{t). Mathemati¬

cally, this is

|Ai;„(OI «maxliWOI (4.60)
p,q

for each 1 <i,j < N. We know from Eq. (4.39), that

N

Av1J(t) = ß(t)J2Mt)vij(t). (4.61)
1=1

Applying the triangle inequality, AvTJ{t) satisfies

N

\AVl](t)\ < ß(t)J2\Mt)\\vij(t)\ ,
1 < ij < N

. (4.62)
i=\

Replacing \AvTJ{t)\ by the maximal absolute value among all coefficients of

V in (4.62) leads to the inequalities

N

I Au/7(0I < KOY] \fü(t)\ max I i^(OI ,
1 < i,j,P,q < N

. (4.63)
1=1

Requiring the right-hand side of (4.63) to be smaller than maxM \vpq{t)\ guar¬

antees that each \AvTJ{t)\ satisfies (4.60)

N

|Ai;/;(0l </x(0Viy;/(0lmax|uM(0l «max|uM(0l • (4.64)
1=1
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These inequalities are fulfilled, if

N

ß{t)YJ\Mt)\=r (4.65)
1=1

and r < 1. An upper bound for ß(t) can be determined by setting a proper r

^(t) = J
,
, ,A,

• (4-66)
max7 2li\fii(t)\

Applied to the nonlinear function given by (4.48), the parameter r was chosen

tobe 0.5 yielding

*M') = Ö

^ , r „,,
• (4-67)

2 max, £/1 .//KOI

Note that the denominator in (4.66) is the lœ norm [26] of the estimating
function F(t),

||F(Olloo = max^|yî/(0|. (4.68)
7

/

Selecting

II^IIp

where 11 • | \p denotes an lp norm, prevents the matrix / + ß(t)F(t) from getting

singular [19]. This can be proven by contradiction.

Proof: Suppose I + ß{t)F(t) is singular. It follows that a vector z exists

so that

(I + ß(t)F(t))z = 0 (4.70)

implying \\z\\p = \\ß{t)F(t)z\\p and by definition

\\ß(t)F(t)z\\n

\\ß(t)F(t)\\p = maxU^y
J w up

> 1
. (4.71)

*" K \\D

z^O
up

Thus, if ||ß(t)F(t)\\p < 1 or/x(0< 1/11^(^)11^, Z + zx^)^/)isnonsingular.n

This is of great importance since if / + ß(to)F(to) was singular, all W(t),
t > to would be singular due to the multiplicative structure of the update algo¬
rithm and never be able to approximate the inverse of A even if A will change.





Chapter 5

Blind Deconvolution

Consider Fig. 5.1 which depicts the following situation: A source signal s =

(... ,s(—l),s(0),s(l),...) is convolved with the impulse response a = (ao,...)

yielding the signal x = (... ,x(— l),x(0),x(l),...). This is

x(n)=y^ais(n—l). (5.1)

The shorthand for Eq. (5.1) may be written as

x = a*s (5.2)

and in terms of its z-transforms, Eq. (5.2) turns to

x(z) = g_(z)s_(z). (5.3)

Blind deconvolution (BD) refers to the problem of determining the im¬

pulse response and the input signal, where only the observed signal x is ac¬

cessible. Similar to BSS we enforce some assumptions to perform BD.

• s(t\) and s(t2) are statistically independent for t\ ^ti.

• The pdf for s^i) and sfo) is the same and non-Gaussian (particularly in

the case when a is nonminimum-phase).

• The convolving filter a is invertible, implying that a has no zeros on the

unit circle.

77
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The need for blind deconvolution arises in a number of applications, such

as data transmission (particularly when no training sequences are available),
reverberation cancellation, seismic deconvolution, and image restoration [28].
For instance, the name of blind deconvolution was first introduced by Stock-

ham et al. for the restoration of old records [51]. BD is a research topic since

the 1970s. The most common algorithms for BD belong to the Bussgang fam¬

ily, e.g., the Sato and the Godard algorithm. An extensive review on different

methods for blind deconvolution is given by Bellini [9].

While in BSS the observed signals are spatially mixed, the observed signal
in BD is mixed in a temporal sense. The closeness of these problems suggests
that the BD problem can be solved with the same methods as BSS. Bell and

Sejnowski [8] proposed information maximization for BD and Lambert [34]
showed that there exists an isomorphism between the algebraic properties of

the demixing system in BSS and the deconvolving filter in BD.

Similarly to BSS, indeterminacies exist in scaling and time delay. Thus,
the deconvolving filter w is to be found so that

u = w*x = X8(d)*s, (5.4)

where X a non-zero scaling factor and 8^ a Kronecker-delta sequence ex¬

pressing a possible delay d. 8^ is defined by

Transformed into the z-domain, Eq. (5.4) becomes

u(z) = w(z)x(z) = \z~ds_{z). (5.6)

The situation described by Eqs. (5.2) and (5.4) is depicted in Fig. 5.1.

Convolution

a

X Deconvolution

w

Figure 5.1: System of Convolution and Deconvolution.

If a is nonminimum-phase, a delay must be accepted in the signal path
so that an algorithm can approximate w, the noncausal deconvolution filter.

As for the BSS problem, where only decorrelation is possible if the signal

1

0

i =d,

i ^ d.
(5.5)
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is Gaussian or second-order statistics are used, only an all-pass global func¬

tion v_(z) = w_{z)g_(z) can be realized for BD with a Gaussian signal or using
second-order statistics only.

If a is minimum-phase, decorrelation of the output signal is equivalent
to deconvolution. Hence, the BD problem can be solved even if a Gaussian

signal excites the system or second-order statistics are applied.

5.1 Update rule for blind deconvolution

As mentioned above, BD is a related problem to BSS. This is particularly the

case if the convolution is either circular or linear, but with an infinitely long
data sequence, as we will see in this section.

In blind circular deconvolution (BCD), the observed finite sequence x =

(x(0),..., x(L — 1)) is generated by

x = a® s
, (5.7)

where © denotes circular convolution and s = (5*(0),5*(1),... ,s(L — 1)) a finite

source sequence with i.i.d. elements. Let s([i —1]l) denote a circular shift of

s(i) by / steps. Using this notation a single sample of Eq. (5.7) is calculated

by

L-\

x(i)=Yjais([i-l]L). (5.8)
1=0

Analogously to (5.4) for linear deconvolution, the goal is to find an L-point

sequence w so that

u = w®x = w®a®s = X8^®s
, (5.9)

where 8^ as defined in (5.5) but with 0 < d,i < L. In vector-matrix repre¬

sentation Eq. (5.7) becomes

x = As, (5.10)

where

A =

ao a\ ... üL-i

o-L-x ao ®L-2

a\ ... üL-i ao

(5.11)
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is a circular matrix with [ao,... ,«z-i] as its first row and

s = [s(0\s(L-l\...XV\

x = [jc(0),jc(L-1),...,jc(1)]

T

T

(5.12)

(5.13)

Equivalently, the circular deconvolution is described by

u = Wx (5.14)

where

W =

Wo W\

WL-1 WQ

WL-1

WL-2

W\ ... WL-1 WO

(5.15)

is also a circular matrix and

« = [«(0),«(Z-!),...,«(!)]
T

(5.16)

Considering Eqs. (5.10) and (5.14) blind circular deconvolution can be under¬

stood as a constrained BSS problem because W is in the subspace of circular

matrices. We recall the approaches of entropy maximization or maximum

likelihood derived in Chapter 2, which yield for the relative gradient update
rule (2.57)

W(t + 1)= W{t) + iiE\l-(t>{u)uT\ W(t), (5.17)

where the initial matrix W(0) must be chosen circular. As circular matrices

are closed under addition and multiplication, W{t + 1) is circular since W{t)
and E{7 — (f>(u)uT} are circular. The circularity of E{7 — (f>(u)uT} is shown

in Appendix 5.A. Hence, Eq. (5.17) is represented by one single row vector,

e.g., the first one. As the coefficients in the rows of W{t) coincide with the

coefficients of the deconvolution filter w{t\ Eq. (5.17) can be reformulated in

terms of w{t) as

w(t + \) = w(t) + ß (V0) - E {0(w(O)) w}) © w(t), (5.18)

where u denotes the time-reversed u, defined by

u(i) = u([-i]L). (5.19)
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For stochastic optimization, Eq. (5.18) turns to

w(t + 1) = w(t) + ß (8(0) - 0(w(O(O)) w(')j © w(t) (5.20)

or, when all information of u^ is utilized,

w(t + 1) = w(t) + ß (V0) - j;(p(u^) ® So) ® w(t), (5.21)

where 0(w^) and w^) are realizations of the finite sequences </>(w) and w at

time /\ Note that the circular convolution within the brackets is equivalent to

the instantaneous circular cross-correlation between (p(u^) and ift\ Trans¬

forming the update algorithm into the frequency domain, circular convolution

and time reversal are replaced by bin-wise multiplication and complex conju¬

gation, respectively, and Eq. (5.21) becomes

w¥(t + 1) = w¥(t) + ß (lF -0F(w(O)O^°*) O wp(0 , (5.22)

where J_F is a sequence ofL ones and w¥(t), </> (z/^), and wF are the discrete

Fourier transforms of w(t), 0(w^), and u^\ respectively. The superscript
*

denotes complex conjugation and O expresses bin-wise multiplication. Note,
that although </> (z/^) is in the frequency domain, the nonlinear operation is

still applied to the time-domain sequence ift\

In practice, the interest is focused rather on linear than circular convolu¬

tion. Now, we consider the case where x is generated by linear convolution

with an La-point sequence a,

x = a*s
. (5.23)

Then, the data sequences s and x are infinitely long. In vector-matrix repre¬

sentation, the linear convolution is described by

x = As
, (5.24)

with

s = [s(T),...X-T)f, (5.25)

x = [x(T),...,x(-T)f, (5.26)
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where the last La — 1 samples of x, x(T + r), 1 < r < La — 1 are neglected.
Then, A is a Toeplitz matrix

Equivalently,

with

and

A =

ao ... ar-i

0

0

aLa-\

a0

u = Wx,

u = [u(T\...,u(-T)\
T

w =

WQ ... WT

W-T ...Wo

(5.27)

(5.28)

(5.29)

(5.30)

Note that when a is finite, its inverse is in general two-sided and infinite.

However, we stipulated that a is invertible and thus \w±i\ is asymptotically
small for / — oo. Furthermore, the conditions

La-l

< OOJ2 iß/i

1=0

T

2_] \wi\ < CO

(5.31)

(5.32)
l=-T

are satisfied. Under these conditions, A and W are asymptotically equivalent
to a circular matrix for T — oo (see [27] and references therein). Hence,

the update equation for BD is obtained from Eq. (5.20) by replacing circular

convolution by its linear counterpart,

w(t + \) = w(t) + [i (V0) - 0(ww(O))^(ö) * w(t). (5.33)
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For on-line processing, 0(w^(O)) is identical to 4>(u(t)) and

uit\t') = u(t'-t). (5.34)

Thus, Eq. (5.33) becomes

w(t + l) = w(t) + ß (V0) - 0(w(O) w^) * w(t). (5.35)

A block-wise implementation of the on-line algorithm is discussed in Sec¬

tion 5.2. Similar to the transformation of the update rule for BCD into the

frequency domain, Eq. (5.35) is transformed into the z-domain yielding

w(z,t + l) = w(z,t) + ßU-(f>(u(t))!/t\z-1)}w(z,t), (5.36)

where w_{z,t) denotes the z-transform of the deconvolution filter after the tth

update, w{t).

A similar derivation of the update algorithm has been recently published

[24]. For blind circular deconvolution as well as blind deconvolution with

infinitely long deconvolution filter and data sequences, the properties of the

relative gradient algorithm for BSS are inherited
. Hence, the equivariance

property, which guarantees that the satisfactory level for convergence is inde¬

pendent of the mixing system, only holds when the deconvolution filter w{.)
has infinite length. In this case, the algorithm in (5.36) would be able to adjust

w_{z) arbitrarily exact. However, in practice, the length of the deconvolution

filter must be chosen finite and, therefore, w is approximated by a sufficiently

long FIR filter.

5.2 Implementation of the on-line BD algorithm

In practical implementation of the blind deconvolution algorithm, the length
of the deconvolution filter w is restricted to Lw coefficients. A delay of, for

instance, Lw/2 samples allows w to be noncausal

w = (w-Lw/2,..., wo,..., wLw/2-\). (5.37)

We call the coefficient with lag 0, wo, the central coefficient and all other

coefficients the side coefficients.

The update equation (5.33) is efficiently implemented for block process¬

ing. Thereby, the convolutions arecomputedusingDFTs[46].Foron-line
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block processing, Eq. (5.33) turns to

kB+B-l

w[k+\] = w[k] + - J2 (a(o)-0(w(O)"^) *«>[£], (5-38)
t=kB

with the block size B. The term in brackets divided by B is the estimating
function for BD

1
kB+B-l

fW=
b
£ («(O)-0(«(O)«(O)
t=kB

1
kB+B-l

= 8(0)-B ^ 0(«(O)«(O- (5-39)

The second term in Eq. (5.39) corresponds to a time-averaged cross-correla¬

tion and can be implemented using a DFT. Since the filter w[k] is limited to

Lw coefficients, the update term

Aw[k] = ßf[k]*w[k] (5.40)

only needs to be calculated for the Lw -point sequence

Aw[k] = (Aw-Lw/2[kl... ,AwLw/2-i[k]) , (5.41)

which, in turn, can be extracted from the convolution

(f-Lw[k],...,fLw-l[k])*w[k]. (5.42)

Together with the deconvolution process, two convolutions and one cross-

correlation are computed using DFTs. Due to the wraparound effect of this

convolution technique, the algorithm starts by taking 3LW + B samples. For

computational efficiency select

Lw=2n (5.43)

and

3LW + B = 2m, (5.44)

so that the FFTs can be performed with the Cooley-Tukey algorithm. For

instance, a convenient selection is Lw = B = 2n.

The algorithm is performed in three steps.
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1) Convolution of x and w

We take the 3LW+B latest samples from the observed signal x to build

x^Lw+B\k\\.Q.,

= (x(kB-3Lw),...,x(kB+B-l)) . (5.45)

To implement the linear convolution using a (3LUJ + JS)-point FFT, the

(3LUJ+JS)-point sequence w^Lw+B\k~\ is generated from w[k] by post-

pending 2LW + B zeros,

w^Lw+B\k] = (w-Lw/2[kl... ,w0[k],... ,wLw/2-i[klO,... ,0) .

(5.46)

Transforming both x^Lw+B^ [k] and wi3Lw+B] ^j mlo me frequency do¬

main yields

SLw+B\k] = FFT3Zw+5 (x[3Z-+5]m) (5.47)

and

w^Lw+B\k] = FFT3Zw+5 (wi[3Z-+5] W) , (5.48)

where the subscript denotes the length ofthe FFT. The FFT ofthe output

sequence is determined by bin-wise multiplication

ugLw+B][k] =x}pLw+B][k]QwlpLw+B][k]. (5.49)

Transforming wF
w+ \k] back into the time domain yields the se¬

quence

tPL+B\k] = IFFT3Zw+5 {ßLw+B\k]) , (5.50)

where u\ w+ \k]
,
0 < / < Lw — 2, are invalid samples due to the

wraparound effect of the circular convolution. Thus, in the Mi block, B

valid samples in iA3Lw+B\k~\ are taken to form the output signal,

u(kB+l) = uf^+B][k], 0<1<B, (5.51)

where all processing delays are ignored.
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2) Calculation of the estimating function

The sum of the second terms of the estimating function (5.39)

1
kB+B-l

- J2 0(«(O)«(O (5-52)
t=kB

is a time-averaged cross-correlation between </>(w) and u. It can be re¬

alized efficiently using FFTs as it is equivalent to a convolution when

one sequence is time-reversed. This is performed as follows. We take

B valid samples of u^3Lw+B\k] together with 3LW zeros to form the

sequence

^Lw+B][k] = ^ ;O,0(43/;+5]M),... ,0(43/;+/21 W))
(5.53)

and then its (3LW +Z?)-point FFT

^Lw+B][k] = ¥¥j3Lw+B (t&Lv+B^kj) . (5.54)

The time-averaged cross-correlation between </>(w) and u for the lags
—Lw to Lw — 1 is then calculated as

>>«[*] = ^^3Lw+B(^Lw+Bhk]ö^Lw+B]*[k^ (5.55)

= (... J4>u-Lw[k],... ,r<pu,o[k],... Sfu^-iik]), (5.56)

where the first Lw + B samples in r^u[k] will be ignored due to wrap¬

around effects of the circular convolution and the fact that iA3Lw+B\k~\
already contains Lw — 1 invalid samples. Then the estimating function

is determined as

f[2Lw]m = (f[2L:] [kl _ f[2Lw] [kl _ f[2L^^ ? (5 5?)

where

~[2LW]
/rwiw

=

-r<pu,i ,
-Lw < i <LW

,
i ^0

(5.58)
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3) Convolution of the estimating function with w

In the last step, the estimating function f[k] is convolved with the filter

w[k], where w[k] is extended to the length 2LW, namely

w
[2Zw]m _[k] = (w-Lw/2[kl... , Wo[k],... , WLw/2-l[k]A • • •, 0) .

(5.59)

Note that the 2L
w -point FFT of w ^2Lw^ [k] can directly be extracted from

the 3Lw + B-point FFT w^ w+ \k\ via downsampling by 2m~n~l, if

Lw and B are selected according to Eqs. (5.43) and (5.44),

w^w]m = u^L2:XB\ m, o < * < nw. (5.6O)

Again, the convolution is operated using FFTs,

Aw[k] = IFFT2zw (u£Lw]m O ffLw][*]) , (5.61)

with

jW<»\k] = FFT2Zw (f[2L-\ki) . (5.62)

The last Lw coefficients in Aw[k] are used to form the update Aw[k],

Awi[k] = ßAw3Lw/2+l[k], -Lw/2 < I < Lw/2 . (5.63)

5.3 Stability and performance of the BD algorithm

From Section 5.1, we recall the z-domain update equation (5.36) for BD and

extend it to block processing with block size B

Kn-\-n — i

w[z,k+\] = w[z,k] + ^ J2 (WCKO)«^"1))«^*]- (5-64)
t=kB

Now, we examine Eq. (5.64) for stability and steady-state error performance
with the same method as it was done for BSS in Chapter 3 (see also [59]).

Under the update rule (5.64) the evolution of the global transfer function

is given by

kB+B-l

B

KD-\-D — l

v[z,k+l] = v[z,k] + jj J2 (l-^KO)^0^"1))^^], (5-65)
t=kB
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where ignoring the delay, v_{z) = w_{z)g_(z) is the two-sided impulse response.

If the system is perturbed from the equilibrium i>eq = 8^\ or, in the z-domain,

£gq(z) = 1, we have v_{z) = 1 + v_{z) and

u(z) = s_(z) + 8 u(z) = s_(z) + v(z)s_(z) (5.66)

where v_{z) is the perturbation of the global transfer function. The equivalent
of Eq. (5.66) in the time domain is

u(t) = s(t) + 8u(t) = s(t) + ^2 Vn$(t - n).
n

Differential calculus yields Eq. (5.65) to first order, namely

kB+B-l

v[z,k+\] = v[z,k] + ^- J2 ({l-<P(s(t))s_(t)(z-1))

(5.67)

t=kB (5.68)

-<t>\s{t))8u{t)^\z- [)-(l)(s(t))8u{t\z-[)

For a single coefficient of v, Eq. (5.68) becomes

kB+B-l

vi[k+l] = vi[k] +1 J2 (8J0)-^(t))s(t-l)-
t=kB

(f)'(s(t))8u(t) s(t -1) - (f)(s(t))8u(t -1)

kB+B-\

= «/[*] + £ E U0)-4>W)Mt-i)
t=kB

-<l>'(s(t))Y,vn[k\s(t-n)s(t-l) (5.69)
n

-<f)(s(t)) J2v-n[k]s(t-l + «)) .

Taking the expectation of Eq. (5.69) and making use of the temporal indepen¬
dence of s, implying that v[k] is independent of s(t), t > kB, we obtain for

the central coefficient

E{Uk+\]} = E{Uk]}-ß[E{cp,(s)s2^ + E{(p(S)S}]E{vo[k]} (5.70)

and for the /th side coefficient, / ^ 0,

E{vl[k+\]} = E{vl[k]}-li {4>'(s)}E{s2}E{vi[k]}
E{<l>(s)s}E{v-i[k]}

+

(5.71)
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As the central coefficient of E{£[£+ 1]}, E{#o[£+ 1]}, only depends on

E{#o[£]}, it behaves in the same manner as E{vn [k]} in Eq. (3.18) for the BSS

problem. Thus, it converges with eigenvalue ku .

The fact that in (5.71 ) E{vi [k +1 ]} depends only on E{vi [k]} and E{v-i [k]}

and, similarly, E{v-i[k+ 1]} depends only on E{£_/[£]} and E{#/[&]} allows

us to consider them in pairs. Those pairs show the same behavior as the off-

diagonal terms in Eq. (3.20) for the BSS problem for identically distributed

sources. Therefore, the stability conditions for the BD problem become

E{0/(^>2} + E{0(^>}>O (5.72)

and

E{0'(*)}E{*2}
E{0(*>}

> 1
. (5.73)

Thus, if condition (5.72) is not fulfilled, one only needs to time-reverse the

nonlinear term </>(w(^))w^(z-1) in the update equation (5.64) to obtain a stable

system. This is the equivalent oftransposing the nonlinear estimating function

in the BSS problem. This yields the update rule

kB+B

B

KD-\-D — l

w[z,k+l] = w[z,k] + - J2 f1 -0(w(O)«(O(z))Mz5£] • (5-74)
t=kB

In practice the source distribution may not be known a priori. Then, the

decision whether a shrinking nonlinearity (e.g., the signum function) or an

expanding nonlinearity (e.g., the cubic function) is employed, can be made

upon the estimation of the output signal's kurtosis, hu\k\ On the one hand,
for a positive hu\k\ a shrinking nonlinearity is more suitable. This is the case

for positive-kurtosis source signals. On the other hand, an expanding nonlin¬

earity is preferred for a negative hu [k] which occurs for a negative-kurtosis
source signal. However, if it is desired to utilize a shrinking nonlinearity for

some reason, the estimating function is time-reversed if the kurtosis is nega¬

tive. Similarly, for an expanding nonlinearity,
timereversalisnecessaryforapositivekurtosis[38].Theappropriatemeasureforthesteady-stateperformanceoftheadaptiveblinddeconvolutionalgorithmistheInter-SymbolInterference(ISI).Thatis,thelevelofE{£2[£]}iscomparedtothelevelofE{i>q(/)}.SimilartotheICL7
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of the BSS problem, the Inter-Symbol Interference due to the /th coefficient is

Y+ _l Y-

Ejg^])=ii^+l„.
E{v20[k]} IB 2

with k+, K-, y+, and y- given by Eqs. (3.28), (3.29), (3.81), and (3.82),

respectively. The ISI is then approximately

W2-1 Y+
|

Y-

ISI« J] ISI/ = A(Lu;_1)^_^; (5.76)

/=-W2

where Lw, the length of the deconvolving filter, is sufficiently long to approx¬

imate \/g_{z) and the delay was chosen as Lw/2. Although a larger Lw allows

a more accurate approximation of the optimal deconvolving filter \/a_(z), it

follows from Eq. (5.76) that the ISI caused by the stochastic noise term in the

gradient increases with Lw. In other words, the ratio ß/B is chosen optimally
in the sense of a low steady-state error if the gain of exactness through an

increase of Lw is equal to its loss due to the increasing stochastic noise.

Simulations were done for a Laplace and a uniformly distributed source.

The score function for the Laplace distribution, (p(u) = V2sign(w), was em¬

ployed in both cases. Thus, the uniformly distributed source asked for the

time-reversed estimating function. For Laplace distribution the theoretical

ISI, which neglects the truncation of w, is for \± = 0.005 and Lw = B —26

dB. The results of the simulations are depicted in Fig. 5.2. The residual ISI

is very close to the theoretical level. For the case of a uniformly distributed

source the steady-state error is slightly higher. This confirms the results in

Tab. 3.1.

5.4 Summary

It was shown that blind circular deconvolution is a constrained blind source

separation task. Hence, the update equation for
BCDwasderivedfromBSS.Undercertaincircumstances,linearconvolutionisasymptoticallyidenticaltocircularconvolution,whenthesequencesareinfinitelylong.Thus,theupdateequationforBCDcanbetransferedtoBD.AcomputationallyefficientimplementationoftheBDalgorithmwaspre¬sented.Theconvolutionsandtheinstantaneouscorrelationarecalculatedus¬ing

FFTs.
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Figure 5.2: Behavior of the ISI for a blind-deconvolution problem with a Laplacian
source (solid) and a uniformly distributed source (dashed), \x = 0.005, B =L,
and the filter a(z) = 1 + 2z_f + 03z~2 - 0Az~3 + 0.5z~4 + 0.5z~5.

The local convergence around an equilibrium was analyzed and the con¬

dition for stability stated. The theoretical level for the residual ISI can be

determined provided the deconvolution filter is sufficiently long.
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Appendix to Chapter 5

5.A Proof that the estimating function in BCD is cir¬

cular in the mean

The mean of the estimating function E{I — (f>(u)uT} in Eq. (5.17) will be

shown to be circular. This is done by proving its elements to be constant along
each circular diagonal, i.e.,

E{(p(uj)uj} = E{(p(u[J+m]L)u[j+m]L} ,
0 < i,j < L

. (5.77)

Thereby, u\l+m^L again denotes a circular shift of uT by m steps. The left-hand

side of Eq. (5.77) can be written as

E{(f)(uj)uj} = I <f>(uj)ujpUtUj(uj,Uj)dujduj

= / 0 ( Y^ wkS[j-k]L ) Y^ wiS[j-i]Lps(s)âs . (5.78)
J \k=0 / 1=0

Letting s be the m-step circularly backwards shifted version s, i.e.,

Sj=S[i-m-\L (5.79)

Eq. (5.78) becomes

/L-i \z-i

E {(p(uj)uj} = / 0 I Y wks[j+m-k]L J Y wis[j+m-i]Lpg(s)âs . (5.80)
J \k=0 I 1=0

Since p$ = p§ and therefore E{f(s)} = E{f(s)} for any function f, s can be

replaced by s in the right-hand side of Eq. (5.80) resulting in the condition for

circularity

E{(f)(u1)uJ} = E{(p(u[l+m]L)u[j+m]L} . (5.81)



Chapter 6

Separation of Convolved Sources

As discussed in Chapter 2, BSS is the task of recovering independent sources

from observed mixtures using only these mixtures. Further, we considered

in Chapter 5 the related problem of blind deconvolution, where the goal is to

recover the original signal of which a filtered version is accessible only. If

the mixing matrix A in the BSS task is replaced by a matrix of filters instead

of scalars, we are talking about blind separation of convolved sources. This

setup occurs in many real-world situations with multipath propagation of the

signals. Typical examples can be found in audio and radio communications,

e.g., the separation of competing speakers [54].

The special case, where not only the separation of the signals is aimed,
but also their deconvolution, is called the Multichannel Blind Deconvolution

(MBD) problem. This chapter concentrates mainly on MBD.

In MBD, the sensor signals x\,... ,xn with xT = (... ,x}(0),...) are con¬

volved linear combinations of the source signals s\,... ,sn,

xi = a(n)*si + ...+a(lN)*sN
,

: (6-1)

xN = a^*sl + ...+a^*sN,

where cft^ denotes the filter connecting the y th source and the zth sensor. This

can be expressed in the z-domain in terms ofpolynomial vectors and matrices

93
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by

x(z) = A(z)s_(z) (6.2)

where A(z) collects the z-transforms of cft^ denoted by a (z). Fig. 6.1 de¬

picts the setup described above for the case oftwo sources.

Figure 6.1: Situation with two mixed and convolved sources.

Different approaches to separate and/or deconvolve the signals have been

proposed in the past. Weinstein et al. [60] and Yellin and Weinstein [61]
considered decorrelation-based algorithms for multichannel signal separation.
Torkkola extended the Infomax algorithm by Bell and Sejnowski [8]. He

proposed a feedback network that works under certain circumstances [53].

Thereby, a complete whitening may be avoided which is desired in particular
when the source signals are colored. Recently, filters with noncausal exten¬

sions have been employed ensuring that the separating filters will be stable in

any case. Lambert developed an FIR algebra, which allows to extend the BSS

algorithms to the MBD problem in a straightforward way [34].

In this chapter, we focus on feedforward networks, where FIR filters con¬

nect the sensors with the outputs.

Similar to Eq. (6.2), the demixing system is described by a polynomial
matrix W_{z). To receive separated and deconvolved output signals,

u(z) = W(z)x(z) = PAD(z)s_(z) (6.3)

must be fulfilled, where A is a scaling matrix, P a permutation matrix, and

_D(z) a diagonal matrix with simple delays as its elements. The matrices A, P,

and D(z) describe the indeterminacies of MBD. To solve the MBD problem
with basically the same information-theoretic methods presented in Chapter 2,
the following assumptions must be met:
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The source signals s\,... ,sn are spatially independent.

Each source is temporally i.i.d. and non-Gaussian.

The mixing matrix A{z) is invertible. This is equivalent to the condition

that the determinant ofthe mixing matrix, det^z), does not contain any

zeros on the unit circle of the complex z-plane.

The elements of the inverse of A(z) are determined by

1 1
An(z)

A~\z)
-

J
(6.4)

i] det^z)

where Âjj(z) is the ijth co-factor of A(z). They contain almost always poles

different from 0. Thus, the FIR approximation corresponding to [A~l(z)]jj
must be sufficiently long. Usually, not all poles of [A~l(z)]jj lie inside the

unit circle. In other words, the corresponding filter in the time domain is

noncausal. In these cases, an appropriate delay must be accepted in the overall

transfer function, which allows w7 ,(z) to approximate [A~l(z)]jj.

6.1 Adaptive algorithm for MBD

In the sequel, we derive an adaptive algorithm for MBD in a similar way as

we did for BD in Chapter 5, i.e., we reduce the MBD problem to the well-

studied BSS task and use the methods discussed for BSS to derive an adaptive

algorithm. Hence, we start the derivation with the case of Multichannel Blind

Circular Deconvolution (MBCD).

The situation in MBCD is as follows. The L-point source sequences

*i = (*i(0),*i(l),...,*i(L-l)),

: (6-5)

sN = (sN(0),sN(l),...,sN(L-l))

are circularly convolved with the L -point filter sequences

flfc/) = [a^]\a\]\... ,47_\) ,
1 < ij < N (6.6)
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and interfered along with

isi + ...+a(lN)®sN

(6.7)

xN = a^®Sl + ...+^NN^®sN.

In MBCD it is aimed to determine a system of sequences w^J\ 1 < i,j < N,

so that the sequence vector u = \u\,..., w^v]r with

Wl = MJ(11)®Xi + ... + MJ(17V)©X7V

wtv = «/^©xi + .-.W^©^
(6.8)

recovers the source sequence vector s = [s\,... ,sn] up to indeterminacies of

scaling, permutation, and sequence-wise circular shift. To reduce the MBCD

problem to a BSS task, the set of equations (6.7), which describes the mix¬

ing system, is gathered in a vector-matrix representation. Thereby, the source

sequences s\,... ,sn, the observed sequences x\,... ,xn, and the output se¬

quences u\,..., un are arranged to form the vectors s, x, and ü along with

s = [Sl(0)ML-lX... M^)MOX... ,sN(OXsN(L -l),... ,sN(l)] , (6.9)

x = [xi(0),xi(L-1),... ,xi(l),x2(0),... ,xN(0),xN(L-1),... ,xN(l))] ,

(6.10)

and

« = [wi(0),wi(L-l)... ,wi(l),W2(0),...,wjv(0),wjv(L-l),...,wjv(l)] ,

(6.11)
V

respectively, x and s are in relation by the (NL x 7VX) mixing matrix A,
which is composed as

A =

Au Au ... Am'

Am An2 Ann

where A,,
are circular matrices

lu

A,j =

d(\ C11

J}j) Ju)
aL-\ "0

,07)

<2

a

07)
Z-l

07)
L-2

,07) J'7)

La1 ... aL_\ a0 j

(6.12)

(6.13)
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The deconvolving/demixing process

u=Wx (6.14)

is represented in an equivalent way. Similar to the BCD problem, its multi¬

channel counterpart can be considered as a constrained BSS problem. Here,

the constraint G requires that

G: Each submatrix Wn is circular.

Using the approach of entropy maximization and applying the relative gra-
V

dient, the update of W follows

W(t + 1)= W(t) + iiEIi -c/)(ü)üT\w(t), (6.15)

where the initial matrix W{G) satisfies the constraint. It can be shown that the

set of {NL x 7VL)-matrices containing N2 (L x L) circular submatrices are

closed under addition and multiplication. Hence, if W(0) is in this set, all fur-

ther matrices W{t), t > 0, belong to this set, too, since E{7 — 0(w)w } always
satisfies constraint G. The structure of the matrices in Eq. (6.15) implies that

the update of each circular submatrix WTJ is determined by one single row,

i.e.,

N

w^\t + 1) = w^\t) + fiJ2 (8p)8(0) - E {&(w*(°))"/>)) ® w(PJ)^
>

p=\

(6.16)

where, again, up denotes the time-reversed up. Substituting the expectation

by its instantaneous realization at t, denoted by the superscript ^\ yields the

stochastic counterpart of (6.16),

N

w^\t + 1) = w^\t) + ßJ2 (8P)8(0) - & (w/(°(°))4° ) ® (PJ)(0 • (6.17)

p=\

If the whole information of the output sequences is utilized, Eq. (6.17) turns

to

N

w^\t+1)=w<"\t)+[ij2 (8p)8(0) - ih (wï°) ® 4° ) ® w{PJ)(o
p=\

(6.170
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Eq. (6.17) represents the stochastic update equation for MBCD. However,
MBCD is more of academic interest. The real problems are reflected by the

MBD model, which differs from the MBCD case in the point, that all circular

convolutions are replaced by linear convolutions. We have seen in Section 5.1

that the linear convolution is asymptotically approximated by a circular con¬

volution under certain circumstances [27]:

• the data sequences are infinitely long,

• each filter sequence w^1J^ satisfies

oo

/=—oo

<oo. (6.18)

Thus, if the filter sequences w^^ are extended to infinite length and condition

(6.18) is satisfied, the update equation for MBD can be derived from (6.17) by

substituting the circular convolution by its linear counterpart, i.e.,

N

wilJ\t + 1) = w{lJ\t) + ß J](47)<5(0) -07(^°(O))4°) *w{pj\t) • (6-19)

p=\

Transforming (6.19) into the z-domain,

N

i£7/z,? + l) = ^/z,O + /x^(47)-0,(4)(O))4)(z-1))%7(z,O (6.20)

p=\

allows to represent the whole update in a compact form,

W{zJ + \)=W{zj) + ii(r-(l){u{t\Qi))^t)T{z-l)\w{zj). (6.21)

In on-line processing, the tth realization of ift\.) is u(. +1) and (6.21) turns

to

W(zJ + l)=W(zJ) + ß(l-(ß(u(t))u{t)T(z-l)]w(zj). (6.22)

Comparing the update equations for BSS, BD, and MBD given by (2.58),

(5.36), and (6.22), respectively, note that they are very similar. Moreover,

their mixing systems share algebraic properties as Lambert has shown [34].

Hence, the update equation for the BSS case can be easily translated into the

corresponding equation
fortheMBDcasebyapplyingthefollowing

rules:
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• scalar matrices in BSS are equivalent to polynomial matrices in MBD,

• multiplication of two scalars in BSS is equivalent to polynomial multi¬

plication in MBD,

• transposition of a matrix in BSS is equivalent to transposition of the

matrix and substitution of z by z~l in all polynomials. Considered in

the time domain, the substitution of z corresponds to time reversal of

the sequences.

The relationship between BSS and MBD is discussed in depth in [24]. Amari

et al. proposed an information-theoretically motivated cost function for MBD

[5,6], namely

CmbdÜÖz)) = -^-Slog\dQtW(z)\z-ldz- £#logA>/). (6-23)

The natural gradient learning rule that minimizes this cost function is equiva¬
lent to the update equation (6.19) derived in this section.

6.2 Implementation of an MBD algorithm

The on-line adaptive algorithm for MBD is implemented as an extension of

its counterpart for BD. Thereby, the length of the filters w/z^ are restricted

to a sufficiently large Lw. Furthermore, a delay is introduced permitting the

algorithm to adapt noncausal filters w/zA

To be computationally efficient, convolutions are block-wisely computed

using FFTs. Thus, the block-wise counterpart of (6.22),

kB+B-l

W[z,k+\]=W[z,k] + ^ J2 [l-(t>{u{t))ilt)T{z-l)^W[zM (6.24)
t=kB

is implemented. The convolutions in (6.24) may be performed along with the

same method as done for BD in Section 5.2. Similarly, the algorithm for MBD

is also structured in three steps.
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1) Computation of output signals

For each j, convolve x} and w/z^ due to Eqs. (5.45) to (5.51) and com¬

bine the outputs to form uT,

N

Ul = j2xj*w(1j) (6-25)

7 = 1

2) Calculation of the estimating function

The z-transform of the estimating function for MBD,

kB+B-l
1

F[z,k] = J2 ^(l-4>{u{t))^T{z-1)) (6.26)
t=kB

is a matrix composed of time-averaged cross-correlation terms. There¬

by, the ijth element, fTJ [z,k], corresponds to the sequence

1
kB+B-l

f{l])m = - J2 ^j)-UMt)>f), (6.27)
t=kB

that is calculated following Eqs. (5.52) to (5.58).

3) Combining and convolving the estimating function with the demix-

ing matrix W\z,k]

In the z-domain, the update matrix is calculated as

AW[z,k] = ßF[z,k]W[z,k], (6.28)

which is a multiplication of polynomial matrices. In the time domain,
each update component is computed as

TV

AwiJj) = ii J2f(iP)W *wipj)[k], (6.29)

p=\

where all convolutions are performed in the same way as described by

Eqs. (5.59) to (5.63) for the single-channel case.
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6.3 Stability and performance of the MBD algorithm

In this section, the analysis of stability and performance for the MBD algo¬
rithm is given (see also [59]). Note that the analyses of stability and perfor¬
mance for BSS, BD, and MBD are in close relation. This is no surprise since

it is known that their mixing systems share algebraic properties [34].

Using the update rule for block processing given by Eq. (6.24), the solution

for W_{z) is approximated by a matrix of polynomials. The evolution of the

global transfer matrix V_[z,k] = W\z,k]A(z) then becomes

KD-\-D — Y

£[z,£+l] = £[z,£] + | J2 (l-<f>(u(t))K(t)T(z-l))v[z,k], (6-30)
t=kB

which, when linearized about the equilibrium matrix V (z), yields
—eq

kB+B-l

£[z,£+i]=£[z,£]+| J2 [i-mt))s_(t)T(z-1)
t=kB

- Dp 8u(t)s_(t)T(z-1)- 0(^(0)8u(t)T(z~l) ,

(6.31)

where the matrix Dp is defined as in Eq. (3.13). To gain more insight into the

evolution of the error matrix V_, a single coefficient is considered

»<">[* +i] = »<">[*] +1 J2 (^-bMtMit-i)
t=kB

-^(sj^Suj^Sj^t-O-^Sj^Sujit-l)

kB+B-l

B
t=kB

N

-^(O)^^^^]^-«)^^-/) (6.32)
= 1 n

N

q= \ n
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In the expectation, most of the summands in Eq. (6.32) will vanish since

s is temporally as well as spatially independent. In detail, the behavior of the

on-diagonal central coefficients (/ = j', / = 0) is given by

x(»)i ^(»)i //„ \„2i d")\

(6.33)

The behavior of the expected on-diagonal side elements (/ = j, I ^ 0) is de-

scribed in pairs E{v}"'[k]},E{v^'[k]}

E{vfj)[k+1]}
E{v^[k+\]}

'

E{vnJ[k]}
'

E{0„,_/[*]}

-ß
E{0;^7)}E{^2} E{07(*7>7}

L E{07(^7>7} E{0;(^7)}E{^2}_
'E{vfj)[k]}
E{v(!_]\k]}

(6.34)

This is similar to Eqs. (5.70) and (5.71) and Eqs. (3.18) and (3.20), and if the

eigenvalues of the matrix S i are positive, this pair is stable. Considered by
itself this would achieve deconvolution. If the matrix S i produces an insta¬

bility, satisfying behavior is obtained by substitution of 07 by a stable nonlin-

earity. Furthermore, stabilization is realized by time reversal of the nonlinear

term07(w7(/'))w^(z~1). This converts Si to S2 inEq. (3.20).

The behavior of the expected off-diagonal elements (i ^ j) is also de¬

scribed in pairs, specifically

'E{vfJ\k+\]}
Effl^+l]}

E{vfJ\k]}
E{v(_i;\k]}

\i
E{0;(s7)}E{^2} E{07(*7>7}

EWjisjysj] E{0;(s7)}E{s2}
E{vfj)[k]}
E{v%\k]}

(6.35)

In the case of instability, S1 ofEq. (3.21) is replaced by S2 ofEq. (3.40). This

is accomplished if the ijth and jith term of the nonlinear estimating function

are exchanged and time-reversed.

The appropriate measure for the steady-state performance of the MBD al¬

gorithm is the ISI. That is, the level of E{(£y-"[£])2}, 1 < i,j < N is compared
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to the level of E{(v^\k])2}. Similar to the ICI/; of the BSS problem and the

ISI/ in the BD problem, the Inter-Symbol Interference due to the /th coeffi¬

cient of the ijth matrix element is for identically distributed sources, identical

nonlinearities, and sufficiently large k

ISI,,; =

H.ow)

y± i jl
ß K+^~ \K-

2B 2
(6.36)

with k+, K-, y+, and y_ given by Eqs. (3.28), (3.29), (3.81), and (3.82),

respectively. The ISI due to the /th channel is then

N Lw/2

isi/=X! H isi/7s/=(mu,-i)
j =ll=-Lw/2-l

if J=?: 7^0

ß K+^~ \K-

2B 2~~ (6.37)

where the filters in W(z), are sufficiently long to approximate A l(z) and the

delay was chosen as Lw/2. The overall ISI is then

1
N

isi = -Visi7.
N *-^

(6.38)

In a simulation oftwo mixed and convolved sources both with Laplacian pdfs,
the learning rule separated and deconvolved as indicated by the ISI in Fig. 6.2.

The mixing matrix was chosen as

A(z) =
an(z) ®n(z)
a2\(z) ^22<»

(6.39)

with

an(z) = 1 + 0.8z"1+0.5z"2 + 0.2z-3-0.75z-4 +0.1z"5,

al2(z) = -1 +0.4z-1+0.7z-2-0.1z-3-0.7z"4,

a2l(z) = 0.8 + 0.5z"1 -0.3z"2 + 0.2z-3+0.4z-4,

a22(z) = -1 +0.2z"1+0.8z-2 + 0.6z-4.

Using the rules on transpose, two sources with uniform pdfs were successfully

separated and deconvolved by the rule

kB+B-l

W[z,k+\]=W[z,k] + ^ J2 (l-^\z)<i>T(u(t))}W[z,k} (6.40)
t=kB
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i
s

00

Figure 6.2: Inter-Symbol Interference for a two-channel blind deconvolution prob¬
lem with <f>(u) = \/2sign(M) and Laplacian sources (solid) and <f>{u) =

(2/-s/3)sign(ii) and uniformly distributed sources (dashed), \i = 0.005, and

B = Lw.
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as is also shown in Fig. 6.2.

Simulations on a two-channel problem with the mixing matrix A{z) given
in Eq. (6.39) but with one Laplacian and one uniform source under rule (6.24)
show that separation is possible but only the Laplacian output signal was de¬

convolved. As predicted by Eq. (6.35) for the separation problem, this non¬

linear estimating function produces stable separation. However, as predicted

by Eq. (6.34), deconvolution is not stable for the uniform pdf without time re¬

versal. With time reversal of either one of the on-diagonal terms, simulations

verify that separation and deconvolution of both signals is realized.

The BSS algorithms for arbitrary pdfs that switch between a shrinking and

an expanding nonlinearity (see Section 3.4.3) or adapt a threshold nonlinearity

(see Section 3.4.4) can be extended to MBD in a straightforward way.

6.4 Two-stage approaches for MBD

In this section, we propose new architectures that approximate the inverse of

the mixing matrix A(z) by a rational matrix instead of a polynomial matrix.

The inverse of the mixing matrix A(z), which is an optimal demixing ma¬

trix and, therefore, denoted by WAz), is

KC&=\MZ)]
1
=

l

det A(z)

An(z) ... AlN{z)
-\T

Am{z) ... ANN{z)

(6.41)

where Ail (z) is the ijth co-factor of matrix A(z). Defining

^(z) â det^(z) (6.42)

and

yields

KAZ) d,,(z)
T

(6.43)

[A{z)]~l=U^{Z) (6.44)
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Up to now, we approximated |^4(z)]_1 by a polynomial matrix. As a conse¬

quence, the algorithm had to deal with a large number of coefficients having
a negative impact on the convergence behavior. Therefore, a reduction of the

number of coefficients to adapt is strongly desired. By allowing rational func¬

tions WJ^IdJ^z) instead of polynomials for the demixing matrix WJ^z), the

number of coefficients can be significantly reduced. This implies an architec¬

ture with two stages as depicted in Fig. 6.3.

s{z)
x(z)

z: l/dj^z
x[z)

W^(Z)^u(z)

Figure 6.3: Two-stage approach: demixing system W^(z) is decomposed into a prepro¬

cessing filter \/dQ{z) and a demixing matrix W (z).

In the following, two different two-stage approaches for MBD are pre¬

sented. While the first one is partly based on second-order statistics and there¬

fore only effective for minimum-phase mixing systems, the second one also

works for nonminimum-phase systems.

6.4.1 Two-stage approach for separation of minimum-phase

mixing systems

According to Eq. (6.44) the optimal solution can be expressed using a com¬

mon preprocessing filter \/d^{z) and a simple polynomial demixing matrix

W (z). If the mixing system is minimum-phase, i.e., all zeros of J0(z) lie

inside the unit circle, dj^z) can be estimated based on second-order statistics

and only the remaining demixing matrix WJ^z) islefttobeadaptedbyentropymaximizationusingEq.(6.21)[57].ThisisdepictedinFig.6.4.AdaptationofthepreprocessingfilterAsmentionedabove,thepreprocessingfilter\/d_(z)isestimatedbasedonsecond-orderstatistics.Thereby,wedeterminethez-transformoftheautocor¬relationmatrixoftheobservedsignalvectors,R_xx{z\asfollows:^(z)=A{z)Rss{z)AT{z~l)=A(z)AT(z-1),(6.45)
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*iW
£iO)

A(z)

/

l/d{z)
iiO)

« >

7"

£2(*0 /.

l/d(z)

Estimation

ofdj»

x2(z)
W_(z)

Entropy
maximization

2*2W

Figure 6.4: Two-stage approach for MBD when the mixing system A(z) is minimum-

phase.

where the sources Sj are assumed to be normalized and mutually independent.
The normalization of the yth source involves a scalar weighting of a (z) by
the standard deviation of Sj. Since A(z) is minimum-phase, implying that

the roots of its determinant are within the unit circle, the determinant of the

correlation matrix R^^z) can be decomposed into a minimum-phase and a

maximum-phase part, namely det^z) and det^z-1), respectively. This is

det^vCz) = deti4(z)deti4(z"1). (6.46)

The decomposition in Eq. (6.46) can be realized by homomorphic filtering
[46]. In doing so we define the time-domain sequences

r = Z-\detRxx(z)),
a+ = Z-^det^z)),

a~ = Z-^det^z"1)),

where Z 1 denotes the inverse z-transform. It follows

r = a+ *a

in the time domain and

/\ /\ —I— /\ -

r = a -\-a

(6.47)

(6.48)

in the complex-cepstmm domain [46], where means the complex cepstrum
of the sequence o. It can be shown that if a+ is minimum-phase and a~ is
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maximum-phase, aï = 0, / < 0, and a, = 0, / > 0, respectively [46, pp. 779].

Therefore, a^ can be determined by

9u Z-0'
(6.49)

0, /<0.
v '

Transforming a+ back to the z-domain yields det^z). Using the coefficients

of det^z), the preprocessing filter \/d^{z) = l/det^z) can be realized as

an allpol filter.

In the implementation each autocorrelation matrix with lag / is estimated

by a leaky average, Rxx,i(0- This is

Rxx,i(t + 1) = ßRxxAO + (1 - ß)x(t)xT(t - /), (6.50)

where ß controls the leakiness of the average. The current preprocessing
filter \/d_(z,t) is then determined as described above. In block processing,

Eq. (6.50) turns to

(I -
oB^B+B-l

Rxxj[k+\] = ßBRxxj[k] +
K

BP
J

J2 x(t)xT(t-l). (6.51)
t=kB

Blind separation of convolved mixtures

The conventional Entropy Maximization Approach (EMA) separates convol¬

ved mixtures solving the MBD task. In other words, it performs a complete
ICA. In contrast, the Two-Stage Approach (TSA) is able to separate the signals
without deconvolving the output signals completely. In this case, only the

demixing part, described by W(z), is of interest. Contrarily, the preprocessing
filter \/d_(z) contributes nothing to a better separation performance but it is

indispensable to determine the completely deconvolved output signal vector

u that drives the update algorithm for W\z). Hence, the preprocessing filter

\/d_(z) can be bypassed to calculate the output signal vector Msep as depicted
in Fig. 6.5. Compared to the output signal vector ofthe overall system, w, wsep
has no additional delay.

Simulations

The performance ofEMA and TSA are compared in order to solve a two-chan¬

nel blind source separation problem. The minimum-phase mixing system A(z)
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f

W{z) ~> 11 1^1

—sep V /

T\ 71
f

/
f

s(^)

A{z)
±\6)

\/d(z)
x[z)

W{z\£.\~) >

uytj

( (
Figure 6.5: Model for blind source separation of convolved mixtures without complete

deconvolution.

consists of the following filters (the same as in [53]):

an(z) = l-0.4z"25+0.2z-45,

0.2z"28+0.L-20

-10

a_l2(z) = 0.4z

a2l(z) = 0.5z"lu + 0.3

a22{z) = 1-0.3

-22
+ 0.L

-36

-34

20
+ 0.2z"38 (6.52)

The source signals s\ and S2 are mutually independent random signals, both

normalized {a} = 1) and Laplacian distributed. The score function, which is

for Laplacian distribution 07(w7) = \/2sign(w7), is employed as a nonlinear-

ity. The length of the filters in the demixing system is Lema = 2048 (EMA)
and Ljsa = 128 (TSA). The initial demixing matrices are chosen as identi¬

ties. Both algorithms work in the on-line block processing mode with block

size B = 128. To compare the algorithms, the estimating functions are in both

cases determined on the base of 1664 samples. The estimation of the prepro¬

cessing filter is updated every B = Ljsa samples according to Eq. (6.50). If

the mixing system is time-invariant, _all preceding samples can be weighted

equally to calculate the estimation R^^z^k]. As the separation task is of

main interest, the Inter-Channel Interference (ICI) is used as the performance
measure. For the separation of two convolved sources, this is

2
EE

ici[*] = i£'=1
l

vl,i

7 = 1
max

J
E vij

-i (6.53)

where for the EMA, V_[z, k] = W\z, k]A(z). For the TSA, the evaluated matrix

is 2^TSA[^,^] = W\z,k\A{z), instead. In Fig. 6.6, the improvement of the ICI
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during on-line separation is compared. If the step size \± in each algorithm is

chosen to get the same final ICI (e.g., about —22 dB), the two-stage algorithm

converges much faster than the entropy maximization algorithm.

3

U

-24L

t x10

Figure 6.6: Separation of two sources in a minimum-phase system: ICI for two-stage ap¬

proach (solid) and for conventional entropy maximization approach (dashed),
both averaged over 20 runs.

6.4.2 Two-stage approach for MBD of nonminimum-phase

systems

In the case of a nonminimum-phase mixing system, the preprocessing can

not be determined by second-order statistics and the method presented above

would fail. However, we propose a new method to realize a two-stage ap¬

proach for this case (see [56]). Thereby, we made use of a relation between

the preprocessing and the demixing part. We recall Eq. (6.44),

W = W)^iz) (6.54)

and determine the determinant of both sides

N

(det^(z))-1 =
M?),

det W (z) (6.55)
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where TV is the number of sources. Using det^z) = t/0(z) as defined in (6.42),

Eq. (6.55) can be solved for dj^z). This yields

djz) = (det_^o(z))1/(7V"1) . (6.56)

Since dj^z) is not minimum-phase in general, l/dj^z) can not be realized as an

IIR filter because of stability aspects. However, \/d_0{z) can be approximated

by a double-sided FIR filter resulting from a bin-wise inversion of the FFT of

the sequence d0. That is,

\/d0 = IFFT(/(FFT(0 ...0do0.. .0))), (6.57)

where /"(.) describes the bin-wise inversion. In order for the resulting se¬

quence to approximate \/d^{z) sufficiently well, an appropriately chosen num¬
ber of zeros are prepended and postpended to d0, and a circular operation is

applied to the result.

Entropy maximization for the two-stage approach

The learning rule for the demixing system W\z) is derived following the prin¬

ciple of entropy maximization (see Section 2.4). Thereby, we determine the

gradient of H(j) with respect to W(z) by

dR(y(W(z\d(K.(z))))

dW(z)

dU(y(W(z)))
+

dR(y(d(z))) dd(z)

d(z) const. dW(z) dd{z) dW{z)'

(6.58)

where the denominator of the updated preprocessing filter \/d_(z) always ful¬

fills

d(z) = (det W(z)) l/(N~l). (6.59)

A cumbersome derivation (see Appendix 6.A) yields as on-line update equa¬

tion

^(z,? + l) = ^(z,O + /x(-^(«(Or(z-1)0(«(O)-l)/
-0(M(O)«(or(z-1))^(z,o,

where TV is the number of channels.
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In the case oftwo channels only, i.e., N = 2, d(z,t) is equal to det W(z, t\
which results in the following simplified update equation:

W(zJ + \)=W(zj) + fi( -/ +

and

02(^2(0)^2V1) -^(«lCO^'V1)

d(z,t + l) = detW(z,t + l).

(6.61)

W{zj)

(6.62)

If TV > 2, d_{z) can not be calculated so easily from Eq. (6.59). For this situa¬

tion, we propose to find d_(z) adaptively by solving an appropriate constrained-

optimization problem.

Constrained optimization with respect to W(z) and d_(z)

W(z) and d_(z) have to satisfy Eq. (6.56). To consider this constraint, the

weighted Euclidean distance

p(w(z\d(z))=\Y.([^"^l -tdet-fe)L) > (6-63)
7

with [.]j denoting the /th coefficient of a polynomial, is introduced as a penalty
function in the objective function L [39]:

£ (K(z)A(z)) = HOO - P (W(z),d(z)) . (6.64)

This modified objective function is alternately maximized with respect to W(z)
and d(z), resulting in the following update equations:

W(zJ + \)=W(zj) + [i(l-<f>(u(t))u(t)T(z-1)

r] dQtW(z,t)-dN-l(z,t) dGtW(z-\t))W(zj)
(6.65)

and

d(z,t + \) = dizj) + ii(-N + ü(t)T(z-l)<f>(ü(t))-ri(N-\)x

d(z,t)
N-\

detW(z,t + l)

(6.66)
1 +\N-1

d{z-\ty-'\d{z,t),
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where

u(t)(z) = W(z,t + l)d(z,t)x{t\z) (6.67)

is the output signal vector calculated by the use of the new demixing matrix

and the old preprocessing filter. The constant r\ is a properly selected positive
number weighting the penalty term.

Blind separation of convolved mixtures

While the conventional entropy maximization approach (EMA) always sepa¬

rates and deconvolves the signals completely, the two-stage approach allows

to separate signals which are not deconvolved completely. This is realized by

exchanging the stages of the originally proposed system in Fig. 6.3, i.e., the

signals are demixed by W(z) before they are postprocessed by l/d(z) as de¬

picted in Fig. 6.7. In this case, a vector consisting of separated output signals

f ^ ( \ f

—s*-

A[z)
x(z)

W(z)
x[z)

l/d(z)

( I
Figure 6.7: Model for blind source separation of convolved mixtures without complete

deconvolution.

can be defined as the output signal of the first stage W(z): wsep = x. The

calculation of the second stage is still necessary since u is required to adapt
W(z\ otherwise the algorithm would attempt to find WJ^z). Again, compared
to the output signal vector of the overall system, w, wsep has no additional

group delay.

Simulations

Simulations were done for the situations with two and three channels in order

to compare the performance of the original entropy maximization approach

(EMA) and the two-stage approach (TSA). In all simulations, the source sig¬
nal vector s consists of mutually independent random signals, all normal¬

ized (cr52 = 1) and Laplacian distributed. The corresponding score function,
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(pj(uj) = \/2sign(w7), was employed as the nonlinearity. Block processing al¬

lows faster implementation. Since we aim to separate the sources rather than

to deconvolve them as in the case ofTSA for minimum-phase systems, we use

the same performance measure as given by Eq. (6.53).

The mixing matrix A(z) for the two-channel case was the same as that for

the simulations in Section 6.3, see Eq. (6.39). The length of the filters in the

demixing system is 128 (EMA) and 16 (TSA). The block length is L = 16

and the cross-correlation terms in the estimating functions (6.24) and (6.61)
were averaged over 1664 samples. The simulations of both algorithms were

averaged over 20 runs. To compare their convergence speed, the step size was

selected so that both algorithms achieve a final ICI of —20 dB. As depicted in

Fig. 6.8, the TSA converges much faster than the conventional EMA.

t -10

i—i

u
-15

-20

x10

Figure 6.8: Separation of two sources in a nonminimum-phase system: ICI for en¬

tropy maximization approach (dashed) and two-stage approach according to

Fig. 6.7 (solid), averaged over 20 runs.

The two-stage approach for more than two sources according to the algo¬
rithm described by Eqs. (6.65) to (6.67) was simulated for a nonminimum-

phase system with three sources and a mixing matrix A(z) as follows:
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A(z) =
«ll(z) ÇLuiz) «i3(z)
«21 (z) «22 (Z) «23 (Z)

«3l(z) «32(z) «33(z)
(6.68)

with

«no;) = 1 + 0.9z" [+0.5z"-2

«i2(z;)= 0.5-0.3z~ [+0.2z"-2

«i3(z;)= 0.8 + 0.6z" [-0.3z"-2

«21 (z^) = -0.5 + 0.4z" [+0.1z"-2

«22(z^)= 1.2+ z"]

«23 (z;) = -1 +0.3z" [+0.4z"-2

«3i(z;) = 0.7 + 0.8z" [-0.6z"-2

«32(z;) = 1 +0.3z" [-0.3z"-2

«33 o;) = -0.5 + 0.3z" [+0.3z"-2

The filter length in the demixing system was chosen as 32 (TSA) and 128

(EMA). The cross-correlation terms in (6.24) as well as in (6.65) and (6.66) are

averaged over 1664 samples. The step size \± is selected so that each algorithm
achieves a final ICI of -23 dB and the penalty weight factor r\ was chosen

appropriately. As depicted in Fig. 6.9, the two-stage approach converges faster

than conventional entropy maximization.

6.5 Summary

In this chapter blind separation ofconvolved sources was considered. Thereby,
we mainly focused on MBD, the particular case, where the output signals
are completely deconvolved and separated. Starting with the related task of

MBCD, an information-theoretical update equation was derived and extended

to MBD. The corresponding algorithm was implemented with the same tools

as the algorithm for BD. The analysis of the convergence behavior around a

solution yielded the conditions for stability and the level of steady-state error

performance for a given step size and block length.

Two-stage approaches were formulated for minimum-phase and nonmin-

imum-phase mixing systems. They exhibit faster convergence than the con-
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Figure 6.9: Separation of three sources: ICI for entropy maximization approach (dashed)
and two-stage approach according to Fig. 6.7 (solid), averaged over 20 runs.

ventional approach because they adapt a reduced number ofparameters. How¬

ever, they are computationally more expensive. The two-stage approach for

nonminimum-phase systems lacks robustness, in the sense that a perturbation
of the preprocessing filter parameters can result in the convergence to a spu¬

rious local optimum. This risk increases when the poles of the preprocessing
filter lie close to the unit circle of the z-plane.

Note MBD always involves a complete whitening of the output. However,
there exist applications where this is not required. For example, recovering

speech signals from convolved mixtures is such a problem. Several studies

addressed this problem [35,36,53,61] with varying degrees of success. Con-

trarily, Ehlers and Schuster [25] achieved very good results using second-order

statistics only. They exploit the temporal correlation in the speech signals to

constrain the solution. Thus, it is not clear whether ICA is helpful for separa¬

tion of convolved speech signals or not [7].
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Appendix to Chapter 6

6.A Derivation ofthe update equation for the two-stage

approach

In a first step, the update equation for the demixing system ofthe BSS problem
is derived when the two-stage architecture is employed. In a further step,
this update rule is extended to the two-stage approach for the separation of

convolved mixtures applying the rules given by Lambert.

The two-stage architecture of the demixing system for the BSS problem
is depicted in Fig. 6.10. Note that \/d is the scalar preprocessor and W the

scalar demixing matrix.

X\
1/d xi wn

XN

U\

UN

Figure 6.10: Two-stage architecture of the demixing system in the case of instantaneous

mixing (BSS). The common factor \/d preprocesses the signals and W

demixes them.

In the ME approach we maximize the joint entropy of y which is

H(j) = H(x) + E{log|det/|}

= H(jc) - Mog \d\ + log | det W\ + E

f N

I>
L 7 = 1

. (6.69)
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The gradient of H(j) with respect to W is derived according to

m{y(W,d(W))) m{y(W))

dW dW
+

d const.

dK(y(d)) dd

dd dW
(6.70)

where

^det^""1' (6.71)

The first term on the right-hand side of (6.70) is determined in an equivalent

way as the gradient for conventional EMA given by Eq. (2.40)

9HQ0

dW

9
= -^log|det^| + E

a const.

f N
9

V^log

.7 = 1
du

j

= W r-EJ0(w)xr} . (6.72)

To calculate the second term on the right-hand side of (6.70) the system in

Fig. 6.10 is redesigned in an equivalent form, where preprocessor and demix-

ing system are swapped. Using the scheme ofFig. 6.11 this term is determined

X\
ih\\ jjj 1/d

xN

U\

xn 1/d
UN

Figure 6.11: Equivalent form to the two-stage architecture of the demixing system given
in Fig. 6.10. Here, the signals are demixed by W and then postprocessed by
a common factor l/d.

to

9HO0 dd

dd dW

9

M

1

Mog|J| + E

f N

f N

L 7 = 1
du

j

-A^- + E
d

H^'A—âï)*'
.7 = 1

V 7

dd

dW

dd

dW

A^ + E{Mr0(M)}]
1 dd

ddW
(6.73)
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Eq. (6.73) together with

3d ddQtWl/(N-l)

dW dW

1 dQtWl/(N l)
ddQtW

N-\ fetW dW

1
tetwl,{N-l)wT

N-\

N-\

yields for the second term in Eq. (6.70)

9HO0 dd N

1 ~-r
dW (6.74)

— WT —E\uT(/)(ii)}w T

. (6.75)
dd dW N-\ N-\ 1 J

Substituting (6.75) and (6.72) in (6.70) yields the standard gradient

(6.76)

The stochastic update equation is formed by using the instantaneous value

instead of the expectation in the gradient

W{t+\)= W(t) + /Z-^-y (liT(t)4>(u(t)) ~ l) W~\t) - <ß(ll(t))xT(t) .

(6.77)

In order to update W in the direction of the natural gradient [2] Eq. (6.77) is

postmultiplied by W W.

W{t + \)= W(t) + ß (-L. (uT {t)<l>{u{t)) - l) / - 0(11(0) uT{t)\ W(t).

(6.78)

Eq. (6.78) is extended to the case of convolutive mixtures following the rules

by Lambert [34] (see Section 6.1)

W{z,t + 1) =W<iz,t) + ß(-l— Ut)T{z-l)(l>{u{t))- 1)1
\N-\ V /

(679)

-<ß(u(t))uW(z-l))w(zj).





Chapter 7

Conclusions

In the last decade renewed interest has risen in the problem of blind source

separation and deconvolution. The driving force for this was the application
of information-theoretical approaches. Using entropy maximization or maxi¬

mum likelihood estimation results in a simple update equation for an adaptive

algorithm, particularly if the relative or natural gradient is applied. In this the¬

sis we consider the convergence behavior when the demixing matrix is very

close to a separating solution. This yields the conditions for stability and the

level of steady-state error performance. For the case of mixed-kurtosis signals
methods are discussed that stabilize the equilibria representing a separation of

the signals. While the convergence behavior in the vicinity of an equilibrium
is well studied, the analysis of the global convergence behavior is far more

complicated. There, perhaps the two most frequently asked questions are:

• Are there spurious local extrema which do not separate the signals?

• Can the step size be controlled to optimize the convergence behavior?

Although some cumulant-based contrast functions were shown to be free of

spurious local minima if all sources have the same kurtosis sign [20], there

is still a lack of understanding of the global shape of the nonlinear objective
function in the general case. Nevertheless, extensive simulations for informa¬

tion-theoretic approaches have shown that the algorithm does not end in a spu¬

rious extremum if the hypothesized source distribution is an accurate match

of the true distribution. However, this is still an open problem to investigate.
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Control of the step size is a very promising tool to improve the conver¬

gence behavior. This thesis presents a new self-adjusting step-size algorithm
that allows error-free convergence and fast tracking behavior. This algorithm
is designed for artificially generated stationary signals, but it may be modified

for the use with real-world signals. Furthermore, it might be extended to other

blind tasks like BD or MBD.

The algorithms derived for the BSS problem are extended to BD and

MBD. As they are related tasks with common algebraic properties, their up¬

date algorithms are very similar. However, in all cases, the algorithms aim

to find a quasi-inverse system, which is the inverse system up to permutation
and channel-wise delay and scaling. In BD and MBD, where a convolution is

to be inverted, this can not be done exactly unless infinitely long deconvolu-

tion filter(s) are utilized. Hence, in practice, the deconvolution task can only
be solved approximately. In many cases the amount of required filter coeffi¬

cients is large, e.g., in audio applications. The inverse systems for problems
in wireless communications almost always involve filter with small number of

coefficients.

In the course of this thesis the considerations on blind source separation
and deconvolution were restricted to density-based algorithms (entropy max¬

imization, maximum likelihood estimation). However, there exists another

class of algorithms which optimize cumulant-based objective functions. The

deflation approach is a different method not addressed in this thesis to find

independent components from mixtures. Since the sources are sequentially
extracted, it is mainly applied when only the strongest sources are desired to

be recovered. We further assumed that the sensor signals are not corrupted by
sensor noise. The case where sensor noise occurs is referred to as noisy ICA

and currently a problem of open research.
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v error of v
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v_{z) z-transform of v
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a time constant in the self-adjusting step-size algorithm

ß leaking factor

ßhV i>th coefficient of the power series for 07

r(-) gamma function

yu noise term of the diagonal elements

Y+ bigger eigenvalue of C

Y- smaller eigenvalue of C

8 vector with a pair of error coefficients
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vector with higher-order terms

e relative variation

£ parameter for generalized Gaussian pdf
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II covariance matrix of 8
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